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PRO GR~M TRSDRI 
Rl::ORDE R THE LUCOÔE 
CO MM ON / SUFFE R/OPC125),0PDE1C12 S),OPDE2C125),LUCCAT(2 0 ),UNUSED(1 05 > 
CO MMON /LUCODE/P(4,125) 
COf MON /IN OE X/LL,UL 
CO MMON /CLC AT/CLCAT(3, 20 ) 
COMMON /NERR/ NERR 
COM~lON/ FL AG / FL AG 
COM MON/CLPOS/LEV ~L,NO B 
COMMON /PA RAM /PAR1,PAR2,FLOUT,PAR4,PAR5,PAR6 
INTEGER PA R1,PAN2,FLOUT,PAR4,PAR5,0P,OPOE1,0PDE2,CLCAT,UNUSED, 
1 ERRCOO,UL,HGK,PAR6,SW1,P 
LOG I CAL F LAG 
ERRCOO = 1 
CALL ERR (ERR COD) 
CAL l RENOR I 
N08 = 1 
FLAG = cFALSEo 
LUCCAT( 'I) = 1 
HGK = ) 
CALL LI MITCNO B ) 
IF (LL. NE . 0 > GO TO 20 
NEW CLAUSE 
NOB = N oa + 1 
LUCCAT(NOB) = HGK + 1 
IF <uL.EQ. (; ) GO TO 40 
GO TO 1 0 
11 = LUCCATCNOB) - 1 
DO 30 I = LL,UL 
K = PC1,I) + 11 
If (K.GT.HGK) HGK = K 
ùP (1() = P ( 2 , I) 
OP~ E1(K) = P(3,I) 
OPDE2(K) = PC4,I) 













































C f- ND OF REOROE.R l NGo. CONST RU CT THE H,TERFACE 
C ------------------------------------------C 
40 CALL CONTRL 
ERR(OO = 2 
CALL ERR (E RR COO) 
IF ( NERR .GT. D) GO TO 50 
S W1 = 1 
CALL SETSW(5,SW1) 
WRITE(FLOUT,1) (N0 6,HG K) 
1 FOR MAT(!X,215,I> 
WRITE(FLOUT,2) COP(I),1=1,H GK ) 
2 FOR MAT(1X,711 0 ,/) 
WR ITE(FLOUT,2) (OPDE1(I),I=1,HGK) 
WRITE(FLOUT,2) (OPDE2(I),I=1,HGK) 
WRITE(FLOUT,2) CLUCCAT(I),1= 1,NO B) 
WRITECFLCUT,2) CCCLCATCl,J),J=1,NOB>,I=1,3) 
sa CO NT INU!:: 
STOP 
END 
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SUBR OUTINE LIMIT(N) 
GIVES THE LIMITS OF THE DIFFERENT PARTS OF A CLAUSE BODY 
COM MON/INDEX/LL,UL 
CO MMON/FL ~G /FLAG 
COM ~ONIPICPRG/DSPPIC(2,2 0 ),PICPRG(3,40),J 
lNTEGER UL,DSPPIC,PICPRG 
LOG! CAL FLAG 
IF (FLAG) GO TO 10 
FIRST PART Of A CLAUSE BODY 
FLAG = • TRUE. 
J = DSPPIC<1,N) 
LL = PICPRGC1,J) 
UL = PICPRG(2,J) 
IF (UL-LL.LT. 0) GO TO 10 
l<fT URN 
GIVE THE CONTINUATION OF THE CLAUSE BODY 
J = P J Cp R G C3, J) 
If {J.E Q. J ) GO TO 20 
LL = PICPRG(1,J) 
UL = PICPRG<2,J) 
IF CUL-LL . GE.O) RETURN 
GO TO 1 ù 
END OF CLAUSE HAS &EEN REACHED 
FLAG = .FALSE. 
LL = il 
UL = 999 
IF <.NOT.(DSPPICC1,N+1).EQ.999.AND.DSPPIC(2,N+1). E0.999)) RETURN 
END OF PROGRAM HAS BEEN REACHED 
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SU~knU ~Ë RËND ~1 
C -----------------
C DRIV ER FOR TH E VAN I ABLf RENA MI NG 
C 
COM MON /LI MIT S / ~A X0 , MAX1, hAX2 , MAX3 , MAX4 , ~A X5 , MA X6 , ~A X7, MA X8 , 
1 MAX9 , MAX LUCl ~A X1 1 
( OM r,'. 0 N / tJ U F fË R / P ( 5 IJ I) ) 
corroN / LUC ODf / Q(4,1 25 ) 
COr-' MON / I N DE X/L, ~• 
( O~M ON /LST NOB/L STN0 8 ( 5 ) 
CO MM ONICLPOS/L EVE L, NOb 
INT EGER P, O, ERR COD 
CA LL FlE TA 
LEVEL= 1 
NOB = i 
LSTNO B( 'I) = 1 
M = 1 
L = 1 
I = 1 
CALL REN CAL 
2ù l F (PCL>o GTo6 3) GO TO 30 





IF (p(L).E Q. Q. AN D~P(L+ 1). EG . 0 ) Gv TO 50 
I F (P(L). Ea .1 2 . 0R • P( L). E0 . 16 . 0R.P(L). [Q .2 2 . 0R .P(L). EQ . 25 ) 
1 GO TO 6 1'.i 
Ir (PCL>. E0 . 13 ) GO TO ?fi 
OPE RH OR 
Q(I, M) = P (L) 
I = I + 1 
L = L + 1 
GO TO 2 ·.J 
C VAR J.A,BLE 
C --------
C 
3~ CALL RE NVRCLEV EL,l) 
I = I + 1 


























































GO ON WITH NEXT Eu UATiu N 
M = M + 1 
IF ( l'\ . GT. 'lAX LUC ) GO TO 8(1 
I = 1 
L = L + 1 
GO TO 2 0 
ALREA DY RENA ME D BY RE~ CAL 
L. = L + 5 
GO TO 2 0 
CL AUSE HEAD 
CALL RENHD 
I = 1 
GO TO Zfl 
E:NO Of CLAUSE 
CALL ENDOCL 
I = 1 
IF (P(L). EQ .54) RE TURN 
GO TO Zû 
TOO ~ANY LUC ODE EQUATIONS 
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:iur. 1 üU li~ Kll U , L 
RENA MES THE CLAUSE CALLS 
CO M r;oN / LI M 1T s / MA X" ,MA X 1 , Mt, X 2 , ~1A X 3, MA X 4, MA X5, MA X6, MA X 7, MA X 8, 
1 MAX9,MAXLUt,MAX11 
CO MMON / BUFFER/P(5 00 ) 
COM ~ON/LUCODE/Q(4,125) 
CO MM ON/INDEX/L, M 
co~~ON/CLPOS/LEVEL,NOB 
COHMON/CALADD/STADD(2,5 0 ),IADD,DSPAD0(2,2 0) 
CO~ MON/CLCAT/CLCAT(3,2 0 ) 
INTEGER P,Q,STADD,DSPADD,CLCAT,ERRCOD 
LST r-1 = M 
CLCAT(2,NOB) = 0 
J = DSPADD(1,NOB) 
IF (J.EG. u) RETURN 
HENA~ES THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF AN EQUATION 
12 = 1 
I = STADO <1,J> 
CALL ADELECPCI),NEW,12,LEVEL) 
Q(1,M) = NEW 
DO 2û K = 2,4 
11 = I + K - 1 
Q(K,M) = PCI1) 
p(l) = 0 
P(I+1) = 0 
M = M + 1 
IF CM.GT. MA XLUC) GO TO 5 
J = STA DDC2,J) 
IF (J .,EG .. 0 ) GO TO 30 
GO TO 1 0 
RENAME S THE R IGHT HAND SIDE OF AN EQUATION 
CLCAT(2,NOB) = Q(1,LSTM) 
11 = M - 1 
DO 4 0 K = LSTM,11 
DO 40 KK = 3,4 
CALL ADELE(Q(KK,K),NEW,KK,LEVEL) 























Nl: 1 UNN 
TOO MANY EQUATIONS 
E.RRCOD = 3 r1 
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SUBR OUTINE RENVR(LEVEL,I) 
RENA~ES VARIAHLES 
COMMON/LUCODE/Q(4,125) 
COMMON/ BUFFER/P(5 00 ) 
COMl'ION/tNDEX/L,M 
INTEGER P,Q 
J = LEVEL 
If CL.LE.2) GO TO 10 
FOR GLO BALS TAKE THE LEVEL WHERE THEY WERE OEFINED 
--------------------------------------------------
IF CPCL-2).EQ.3) J = LEVEL - PCL-1) • 1000 
CALL ADELE(P(L),NEW,I,J) 
Q(I,M) = NEW 




















r A FORTRAN IV 
1 
r 2 C 3 C 
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r 5 6 
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(VER L41o4> SOURCE LISTING: 
SUBROUTINE RENHD 
----------------SU PRE SS THE CLAUSE HE AD 
COM~ON/CLPOS/LEV EL,NO B 
COMMONIINDEXIL, M 
CALL A OGLB 
CAL L AONAMCL) 
CALL PH BGOB CM) 
CALL RENCAL 
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su0RoUT1N E ENDOCL 
SUPRf.SS THE END OF A CLAUSE 
COM t<. ON/INDEX/L,M 
CO MM ON/CLPOS/LEV EL,NOB 
CO MMON / REN/RENTABC2,100),IREN,DSPRENC5),N~WNAM(1 00 ) 
lNT~GER REN TAB,DSPREN 
11 = OSPRENCLEVEL) 
CALL BADOEF(LEVEL) 
CALL PHEO tHM) 
IREN = 11 
L = L + 2 
ftETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ADELE(NAME,J,I 1 LEVEL) 
-------------------------------ADD THY ELEMENT "NAME" IN NEWNAM IF NOT IN IT 
COM~ON/LIMITS/MAX O,MAXIDN 1 MAX2 1 MAt3,MAX4 1 MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8, 
1 MAX9,MAX10, MAx11 
COM MON /RE N/RENTAB(2,1 00 ),IREN,DSPREN(5),NEWNAM(100) 
IHTEGER RENTAB,OSPREN,SEARCH,ERRCOD 
IF (NA ME .GE .500 ) GO TO 30 
J = SE AR CH(NA ME ,DSPREN(L EVE L) 1 IREN,NEWNAM) 
IF <JoGTo O) GO TO 10 
NEWNAM(IREN) = NAME 
RENTAB(1,IREN+1) = 0 
RENTAB(2,IREN+1) = 0 
J = IREN 
IREN = IREN • 1 
IF (IREN.GT.MAXION) GO TO 40 
11 = J 
J = J - DSPREN(LEVEL) • 1 
IF <I. EQ .1) GO TO 20 
RENTAB(2,11) = 1 
RE TU RN 
RENTA8(1,I1> = RENTABC1,t1> • 1 
RE TURN 
J = NAME 
RE TUR N 
NEWNAM IS FULL 
ERRCO0 = 7 
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SU BROUTINE ADNAM(L) 
--------------------
PUT THY GOOD "OUTPUT" NAME OF A CLAUSE IN NEWNAM 
COM MON/LI MITS/MAXO,MAXIDN,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8, 
1 MAX9,MAX1 O,MAx11 
COMMON/BUFFER/PCS OO ) 
coM MON/REN/RENTA B(2,1 00 ),IREN,DSPREN(5),NEWNAM(1QO) 
COM MON/CLPOS/LEV EL,NO B. 
INTE GER P, RE NA MT,DSP RE N, ER RCùD 
DSPREN(LEVEL+1) = IREN 
RENTABC1,IREN) = 0 
RENTAB(2,IR EN) = 0 
RESULT ("65") FOR PRO-FUN AND OUTPUT ("64") f0R CMP-MAP 
-------------------------------------------------------
NEWN AM ( IREN) = 64 
IF (P(Ll.EGo25oOR.PCU.EG .16) NEWNAM<IREN) = 65 
IREN= IREN • 1 
IF (IR EN.GT. MAXIDN> GO Tù 20 
RENTA B(1,IREN) = 0 
RE NTA BC2,IREN) = 0 
RETURN 
NEWNAM IS FULL 
ERRCOD = 7 
CALL ERR (ERRCOD> 



















































SlJ DROU TIN E ADGLB 
HEN ,f\ :•1E. THE GLOBALS ( GLO BA LS FûR ONL Y ONE LEVEL> 
COM MO N/CLP OS/L EVE L,NO B 
COM MON I GLB/ GLBN ST(2, 80 ),GL BTAB( 8 0),IGLB,DSPGL B( 2ü ) 
INTEGE~ GL BNST,GL BTAB,DSPGL8 
13 = 2 
11 = NO B -t 2 
12 = DSPGL B(N0 8-t1) 
IF (I2. EQ.DSPGL B(I1)) RETURN 
I 1 = D S PG LB ( I 1) - 'I 
DO 1 0 K = I2,I1 
IF (GL BN STC1,K).NE.1) GO TO 10 




















































TAKES A PJCTURE OF WHAT JS STILL DONE AT THE BEGIN OF A BLOCK 
COMMON/LIMITS/MAXO,MAX1,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8, 
1 MAX9,MAX1 O,MAXPIC 
C0MMON/PICPRG/DSPPJC(2,20 ),PICPRGC3,40),IPIC 
COMMON/CLP0S/LEVEL,NO B 
COM MON/LSTNOB/LSTNOBC S) 
INTEGER DSPPIC,PICPRG,ERRCOD 
PICPRG(2,IPIC) = M -
11 = LSTNOBCLEVEL) 
DSPPICC 2,I1) = !PIC 
NOB = NO B • 1 
LEVEL= LEVEL+ 1 
LSTNOB (LEVEL> = NOB 
IPIC =!PIC+ 1 
IF (IPIC.GT.MAXPIC) GO TO 10 
DSPPIC(1,NOB) = IPIC 
PICPRG(1,IPIC) = M 
RETURN 
THE ROLL-FILM 1S TOO SMALL 































































SUB ROUTINE PHEO B(M) 
TAKES A PJCTURE Of WHAT IS ALREADY OONE AT THE END OF A CLAUSE 
C0M~0N/LIMITS/MAX0,MAX1,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4, MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8, 
1 MAX9,MAX10,MAXPIC 




PICPRG(2,IPIC) = M - 1 
11 = LSTNOB(LEVEL) 
DSPPJC(2,I1> = IPIC 
LEVEL = LEVEL - 1 
IPIC = IPIC + 1 
IF (IPIC.GT.MAXPIC) GO TO 20 
IF (LEVEL.EQ.)) GO TC 10 
11 = LSTNOBCLEVEL) 
12 = DSPPICC2,I1) 
PICPRG(3,I2) = lPIC 
PICPRG<1,IPIC) = M 
RETURN 
END OF FILE 
DSPPICC1,NOS+1) = 999 
DSPPIC(2,NOB+1) = 999 
RETURN 
THE ROLL-FILM IS TOC SMALL 
ERRCOD = 31 












l ~ ' 
A FORTRAN I 11 (1/E R L41 .4 > SOURCE LISTING: DATE 05/19/78 PAGE 0017 
'Î r 
1 SUBROUTINE BETA 
2 C 
--------------- î \ 3 C BETA I IHROD.UCER DRIIIER 
4 C 
1 5 COMMON/LUCODE/P(500) 
î r: 6 CO~MON/LSTTYP/LSTTYPCS) 
1 
7 COMMON I INDE XIL, M .. , 
(' 8 COMMONILSTNOBILSTN08(5) 
' 9 COM~ON/CLPOS/LE\IEL,NOB 10 IN TE GER p 
' ,, 11 ,. .....__ C ; 12 CALL SYNAN 
13 
C 14 M = 0 ""\ 15 L = 1 
16 LEI/EL = 1 
17 NOB = 1 
' 18 LSTNOB(1) = 1 
19 LSTTYP(1) = 25 
20 
21 10 1 F (p(L).GT.63) GO TO 20 
22 IF (P(L).EG.13) GO TO 30 
23 IF (P(L) aEG.54) GO TO 40 -, r 24 
25 CALL CLHEAD 
C 26 GO TO 11) 27 
28 20 CALL EQUATN 
29 GO TO ,o 
30 
31 30 CALL ENDCL 
32 GO TO 10 
33 
34 40 LENGHT = 2 
35 CALL COPY (LENGHT> 
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~ II FtPO IIT IN E CL HE: l'\ 
REN AMES THE CLAUSE: NA~ES 
COH :ON /l OE X/ L, ~, 
COMMON /LU CODE/ P( 5 J.) ) 
COMMDN / HUFFER / 0 ( 50G ) 
COrMON /LST NO B/L STNOR ( 5 ) 
COM MON / CLPOS /L EVL L, NOC 
COMMON / CALAOD /ST ADD ( 2 , 50 ),I ADD , DSPADD ( 2 , 2Q ) 
C0~MON / LS TTY P/L STTY P( 5 ) 
CO ~MON / CLCAT /CL C.A T( 3 , Zü ) 
l~T EGER P, Q,ST,n D, DspADD ,CL CALL ,CLCAT 
LEVtL =L EVEL+ 1 
LSTTYP(LEVl:.U = p(L) 
LE NGHT = .:i 
CAL L CO PY(LE NG HT) 
11 = P(L-1) 
12 = LEV E L - 1 
Qff,-1) = CLCALLCI1,I 2 ) + 5 CO 
DSP AO D( 2,M OB ) = H DD 
I 2 = I .1\ DO + 1 
IF ( OSPADO C1, NOB )0 EQ 01 2) DSPADD (1,N0 8 ) = Il 
t-.OR = trn8 + 1 
CLC AT ( 3 ,111 08 ) = 0 
DSP.AOD(1, NOB ) = IADO + 1 
DSP ADD <2, NO ) = J 
LSTl~OB (L EVE U = NO B 
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Sl !f;: ~·OUTIN~ FNr>r. 1 
UPDAfE OF PO I NTERS IN ~SPADD 
C0~~0N /LST N03 /L STN0 8 ( 5 ) 
COMMON /C LPOS /L EVEL , NOr 
[ OMrJN /C~L- OD / STADD (2,5 0 ),IA DD , DSPADD ( 2 , 2u) 
C O ~i ~·· 0 N / 1 N !) E )( / L , M 
I NTEGE~ ST\DD,DSPADD 
11 = LST NOB ( LEV EL) 
IF ( OSPAOD (Z,11>. E:o . o > DSP ADD (1,I1) ::; C 
LEVEL= LEVE L - 1 
11 = LST NOB (LEV EL ) 
IF (D SPAD D(1,I1>a ER . 0 ) DSPADDC1,I1) = I ADD + 1 
LE NGH T = 2 
CALL COPY(LENGHT) 
L = L + 1 


































































THE I NTRODUCING OF BETA DEPENDS Of THE KlND OF EQUATI~N 
COM MON/LUCODE/PC5 00) 
COMMON/BUFFER/QC500) 
COM MON / INOEX/L,M 
CO MM ONICLPOSILEV EL,NO B 
INTE GER P,G,CLCALL,ER RCOD 
ERR COD = 29 
IF (CLCALL(P( L) ,LEVEL) .NE .O) CALL ERR(ErnCOD) 
12 = L + 1 
IF (PC!2) .EQ.3) GO TO 40 
IF (P(l2).EQ.56) GO TO 30 
USUAL EQUATION: VAR= OPERATOR 0PERAND OPERAND 
LEN GHT =, 
IF (P(L+4) .EQ .5 3) LENGHT = 5 
If (LENGHT-4) 20 ,20,1 0 
12 = P(L+3) 
CALL TSTLOC(l2,LEVfL) 
12 = P(L+2) 
CALL TSTLOC<l2,LEVEL> 
CALL COPY(LENGHT> 
L = L + 1 
RETURN 
EQUATION WITH A "CLAUSE APPLICATION" AS 0PERAT0R 
PCI2) = 2 
CALL FUNMAP 
L = L + 1 
RETURN 
EQUATION IN GAMMA 
CALL TSTGLBCLEVEL) 
LENGHT = 5 
CALL COPY(LENGHT) 





















































COM MON/LIMITS/ i'! AX O,~AX1,MAX2, MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAXSYN,MAX7 1 MAX8, 1 MAX9,MAX1O, MAX11 
COM MON/LUCODE/P(S 00) 
CO MMON/ BUFF ER/Q(S OO) 
COM MON/INDEX/L, M 
lNTEGER P,Q,ERRCOD 
/Il = M • LENGHT 
IF CM .GT . MAXS YN) GO TO 20 
L = L • LENGHT - 1 
DO 10 K = 1,LENGHT 
I1 = M - K • 1 
12 = L - K • 1 
QCI1> = PCI2) 
RETURN 
Q IS FULL 



















































SUB ROUTINE TSTLOC(NAME,LEVEL) 
ANALYSE THE POSSIBILITY FOR INTRODUCING "BETA" IN A USUAL 
EQUATION 
COMMON/LUCODE/PC500> 
COM MON/INDEX/ L,M 
INTEGE R P, CLC ALL 
I = CLC ALL(NAME,LEVEL) 
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ANALYSE THE POSSIBILITY FOR INTRODUCJNG "BETA" IN A GAMMA 
EQUATION 




11 =LEVEL • 1000 - P(L+2) 
12 = PCL+3) 
I = CLCALLCI2,I1> 
















































SU~ ROUTINE FUN MAP 
-----------------ANALYSE A CLAUSE CALL EQUATION (CLAUSE WITH ARGUMENTS) 
COMMON/BU IFER/Q C SUO> 
COMMON/LUCODE/P(500) 
COM ~ON/INDEX/L,M 
COM MONICLCATICLCAT(3,2 0) 
COM MON/CLPOS/LEViL,NO B 
co~MON/LSTN0B/LSTN08 (5 ) 
INTEGER P,Q,CLCAT,CLCALL 
CALL UPDCAL CM) 
LENGHT = 5 
CALL COPY(LENGHT) 
11 = LSTNOB(LEVEL) 
CLCATC3,I1) = CLCAT(3,I1) t 1 
I = CLCALL(PCL-2>,LEVEL) 
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RE~E~BE R THE DIFFERE NT CLAUSE CALLS 
CO MM ON/LI MITS/M,X O, ~AX 1, ~A X2, MA X3, MAX4 1 ~A X5, MAX 6, ~A X7, MA X8, 
1 MAXCAL , MAX1 U, MA X11 
cor MON/CALADD/STADD( 2,5 ü >,IA DD , DSPADD ( 2 , 20 ) 
cor MON/LSTN0 8 /L STNOB ( 5 ) 
COMMON/CLPOS/LEV EL,NO u 
I NTEG ER STAOD,DSPADD,EkRCO D 
11 = LSTNOB (LEV EL) 
12 = DSPAD0(2,I1) 
IF (1 2 . EQ . rJ ) GO TO 1 0 
STADD(2,I2) = IADD + 1 
IADD = IADO + 1 
IF (IAD D. GT. MA XCAL} GO TO 2û 
STADD(1,IADO) = M + 1 
DSPADD(2,I1) = IADD 
f<E TURN 
STAOD IS FULL 




. , 1 - • 
1 SU8 ROUTIN E LOCCL CI,N AME: ) 




I NTRO DUC E " BE: TA• FCk A LOCAL CLAUSE CALL 







































1 MAX9 , MA X1 0 , rA X11 
COM MON/ BUFF ER / QC50J ) 
COMrON/LUCODf/PC5 J0 ) 
co Mr,,,ON/ INDEX/L, M 
COM MO N/LST NOB /LST h08 (5) 
COM MON /CLPOS/LEVEL, NOB 
COMMON/CLCAT/CLCAT( 3, 2û ) 
l NTEGER P,Q,CLCAT,ERRCO D 
IF CPCL+1>a EO o26 ) GO TO 10 
12 = LSTNO B<L EVEL ) 
C.ALL UPD CALOI) 
M = M + 5 
IF ( McGT~ MA XSY N) GO TO 2 0 
Q ( M ) = 53 
Q(M-1) = ?OJ 
Q( M-2) = I + 500 
G(M-3) = 2 
Q0, -4) = NAME 
CLCAT(3,I2) = CLC AT(3,12) + 1 
RE: TURN 
CLAUSE NAME AS PARA ME TER 
ERRC OD = 28 
IF (~(CLCAT(1,I>. EG . 12 . 0R .CLCAH1,I>.E0.25)) 
P(L+2) = I + SOJ < ~-~"" <,·,c·~,., .. 0 a ) 
liE TURN 
Q 1S FULL 
ERR CO D = ~2 
CALL ERR ( ERRCOD ) 
RE TUR N 
END 
,7"' J!o S. 
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~ J, 1 - , 
SUBROUTINE GL BCL(l,NAME) 
C - ------ ----- - - ----------
C INfl<OOUC !: " BETi," FOR A GLOE:AL CLAUSE CALL 
C 
C 
c o~~ON /LI MITS/ MA X0, MAX1,MftXZ,rAX 3,rAX4, MA X5,MAXSYN,rAX7, MA X8, 
1 MA X9, MAX1 0 , MAX11 
COM MON / BUFFER/Q(SU O) 
(OM MON /LUCODE/PC 5~0 ) 
COMMON/ INOEX/L,M 
COMrON/CLCAT/CLCAT(3 1 20 ) 
COMMON/CLPOS/LEV EL,NO B 
COM~ON/LSTTYP/LSTTYPCS) 
INTEGER P,G,ERRCOD,CLCAT 
IF (LSTTYP(LEVEL).fQ.12.0R.LSTTYP(LEVEL)oEQo22) CALL Nll(I) 
lF CCLCATC1,I) .EG.16.0 R.CLCATC1 1 l).E Q.22) GO TO 1~ 
CALL UPOCALCM) 
1-1 = M + 5 
IF C~ .GT. MAXSYN ) GO TO 20 
Q(M) = 53 
Q CM-1) = 7J0 
Q CM-l) = NAME 
G. CM-3) = 2 
Q(M-4) = p{L) 
PCU = NAr-'1E 
P CL+ 3 ) = I + 5 Jù 
RETURN 
C GLB FUN OR MftP : " BETA " 10.S ALREADY INTRODUCED 
C ----------------------------------------------
1 ll P ( L + 3 ) = I + 5 00 
RETURN 
C 
C Q IS FULL 
C 
?0 ERRCOD = 22 
CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 




































• • t .. . 
~UOROUTIN[ NILCI) 
C ----------------
C NIL= ~ONE ITé RA TIVE LANGUA GE 
C LOOC K IF THE RE ARE CO NON GLOBA LS 
C 
COM~ ON/GL 8 /GL BNS TC 2, &0 ), GLBTAE C80 ),I GLB,DSP GLBC2ù) 
COM~ON /LSTNO B/ LST NOB C5) 
COM MON/CLPO S/LEV f L, NOe 
INTEGER GL8 NST,GL BTA B,DSPGL C, ERR COD,S EAR CH,ULI,ULK 
ERl"<COD = 4 J 
K = LST N08 (LEVEL) 
LL K = DSPG LB( K) 
ULK = DSPGLBCK+1) 
LLI = DSPGLB(l) 
ULI = DSPGLBCI+1) 
IF (ULI.EQ.LLI) RET URN 
ULI = ULI - 1 
DO 1 0 K = LLl,ULI 
l'i = GLBT~ B(K) 




















.... .. . 





































BRINGS THE PROGRAM TOGETHER 
COMMON/LIMITS/MAXO,MAX1,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAXSYN,MAX7,MAX8, 
l MAX9,MAX1 0 , MAX11 
COM MON/BUFFER/PC216),UNUSED(284) 
coMMON/LUCOOE/Q(5 00) 
CO ~\M ON/ INDE X / L, M 




M = MM 
IF (P(1).EG.54) GO TO 20 
CALL TYPE 
MM= M 
GO TO 111 
END OF FILE 
M = M + 1 
IF (M.GT.MAXSYN) GO TO 30 
Q(M) = 54 
ERRCOD = 9 
IF CLEVEL.NE.0) CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
RETURN 
G IS FULL 












































































ASK RG HDSD FOR AN EXPRlSSION ANALY~I NG 
l NTROD UC E LAMB DA FO R FOR~A L P~RA MlTE RS 
CO MM ON/LI MITS/ MA Xü, MAXl DN, ~AX2, MA X3, ~A X4, MAX5, MA XSYN, MA X7, MA X8 , 
1 MA X9, MAX1 G, MA X11 
COM MON/ BUFFER/P(216),U~USFD( 284 ) 
COMMDN/LUCO OE /QCS OOJ 
COM MON /INDEX/L, r 
COM ~ON/IDN/TEMPVR,IDNTA8(1 Uu ) 
I NTEG ER P, Q,LJNUSED,T EMP VR,r RRCOD 
IF ((P(1).GT.63.AN D.P(1).LT.1 OrQ ).AN D.P( 2 ).E Q.55) GO TO 10 
IF (P(1).E0.12.0R.P(1).E U.16.0R.P(1).E Q.22.0R.P(1).E Q.2 5 .0R. 
1 PC1>.E0.13) GO TO 2 û 
ERRCOD = 21 
CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
RETUIHJ 
EXPRESSION ANALYSI NG 
L = 3 
CALL RGHD SO 
RE TURN 
LENGHT = 2 
IF (P(2).NE.53) LE NG HT = 3 
M = M + LEN GH T 
IF CMoGT ... ~A XSYN) GO TO 6 0 
00 30 K = 1,LENGHT 
I 'l= M -K+1 
12 = LENGHT - K + 1 
Q(I1) = P(I2) 
IF (Q(~).E Q.53) RETURN 
Q( M) = 53 
INTRODUCING OF ALPHA 
L :::: 3 
M = M + 4 
I F C 111 o G T ..,MA X S Y N) GO T O 6 0 
O( M ) = 53 
o ( M-1 ) = L - 2 + 1 OQ 0 
Q(M-2) = 1 
Q( M-3) = P(U 











































INTRODUCING Of LATEST 
TE~PVR = TE MPVR + 1 
If (TE MP VR.GT. MAX ID N) GO TO 7G 
Q(M -3) = TE"IPVR 
l'i = M + 5 
IF (M.GT.~AXSYN) GO TC 6 Q 
Q(M) = 53 
Q(M-1) = TEMPVR 
G( M-2) = l.) ,J1 
Q ( M-3) = 4 
Q(r;,-4) = p(L) 
L = L + 1 
IF (P(L).EQ.53) RETURN 
GO TO 4 0 
Q IS FULL 
ERRCOD = 22 
CALL ERR(ERRCOO) 
l\t.TURN 
NO MORè SPACE IN IDNTA B 



















































COM MO N/INDEX/L, M 
COMMONIIDNITEMPVR,IONTAB(100) 
INT EGER P,O,UNUSED,ARIT,ERRCOD,TEMPVR 
If (P(L+1>.E0.53) GO TO 10 
CALL EXPCARIT) 
11 = M - (ARIT+2) 
0(11) = P(1) 
TE MPVR = TEMPVR - 1 
RETURN 
LUCODE EQUATION DI RE CTLY PRODUCED 
L = L + 1 
M = M + 4 
If (M.GT. MAXSYN) GO TO :rn 
11 = M - 3 
DO 2 /J K = I 1, M 
Q (K) = P(L- :5> 
L = L + 1 
RE TURN 
Q IS FULL 
ERRCOD = 22 


































































































COMMON/LUCODE/Q(5 00 > 
COM MON / INDEX/L,"1 
COM MO NIPREC/PREC(64) 
CO MMON/ST/VRST(5 0),IVR,OPST(25),IOP 
COM MON/FL AG /FLAG 
INTEGER P,Q,UNUSED,VRST,OPST,OPCODE,TOKEN,PREC,ARIT,ERRCOD 
LOGICAL FLAG 
FLAG = • TRUE. 
11/R = 1 
IOP = 1 
OPSTC1) = 11 
TOl<EN = P(L> 
IF (TOKEN .LE 063> GO TO 20 
VRSTCIVR> = TOKEN 
I VR = IV R + 1 
IF CIVR.GT.MAXVR) GO TO 40 
l = L + 1 
GO TO 1 ù 
OPCODE = OPST(IOP) 
IF (PR EC (OPCODEt1) oLE oPREC (TOKEN+1) .ORaTOKEN.EQ 042) GO TO 30 
IF (OPCODE.E0.11) RETURN 
CALL CODGEN(ARIT,TOKEN) 
Go TO 10 
10 P = I OP t 1 
IF (IOP.GT.MAXOP) GO TO 50 
OPST(lOP) = TOKEN 
L = L + 1 
GO To 1 a 
NO MORE SPACE IN THE OPERAND STACK 
ERRCOD = 23 
CALL ERRCERRCOD) 
RETURN 
NO MORE SPACl IN THE OPERATOR STACK 
ERRCOD = 24 

















































































LUC OD E GENERATOR 
COMMON/LUCODE/Q(500) 
CO MMON /INDEXIL, M 
COMMON/ARITYIARITY(64) 
COMMON/ST/VRST<S O>,IVR,OPST(25),IOP 
CO MMON / FLAG/ FLAG 
INTEGER Q,ARJTY,VRST,OPST,OpCODE,ARIT,TOKEN,ERRCOD 
LOGICAL FLAG 
IF (OPST (IOP) .EG.44.0R. ((OPST ClOP) .E0.42oAND ... OPST CIOP-1 >'oEQ ... 56) 
1 .ANO.TO KEN .EQ.43.AND.FLAG)) GO TO 40 
OPCODE = OPSTCIOP) 
IOP = IOP - 1 
IF (OPCODE.EQ.42.0R.OPCODE.EQ.18) GO TO 3 0 
IF CIVR.LE.ARITY(OPCOOE+1)) GO TO 60 
IF CARITYCOPCODE+1>.LT.0 ) GO TO 70 
IVR = IVR - ARITY(OPCODE+1) 
CALL E~I TCOPCOOE) 
ARIT = ARITY(0PC0DE+1) 
RETURN 
GO FUTHER WITH ANALYSING 
L = L • 1 
FLAG = • TRUE. 
RE TURN 
CALL COM ,"1A 
FLAG = .FALSE o 
GO TO 1 '1 
NO OPERANDS ENOUGH 
ERRCOD = 25 
CALL ERR {ERRCOD) 
F!ETURN 
IN V ALI D OPERATOR 
















































































PUTS THE LUCODE OUT 
COMrON/LJMITS/MAX0,MAXIDN,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAXSYN,MAXVR,MAX8, 
1 MAX9,MAX10,MAX11 






TEMPVR = TEMPVR + 1 
IF <TEMPVR0GT 0 MAXION) GO TO 40 
IDNTAB(TEMPVR) = TEMPVR + 63 
11 = "1 
M = M + ARITY(OPCODE+1) + 3 
IF <MoGToMAXSYN) GO TO 50 
IF CARITY(OPCODE+1)-1) 3 0,20,10 
U(l1-+4) 
0(11+3) = 
Q(l 1-+2) = 
QCI1+1> 




îEMPVR + 63 
VRST(IVR) = TEMPVR + 63 
IVR = IVR + 1 
If CIVR.GT.MAXVR) GO TO 60 
RE TURN 
NO MORE SPACE IN IDNTAB 
ERRCOO = K 
CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
RETURN 
Q IS FULL 
ERR COD = 22 
CALL ERR CERRCOO) 
RETURN 
NO MORE SPACE IN THE OPERAND STACK 














































































SUBROU TINE COMMA 
11AN OLE N-UPLES 
COM MON/LIMITS/MAX O,~AX1,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAX6,MAXVR,MAXOP, 
1 MAX9,MAX10,MAX11 
CO MM ON/ST/VRST(5 0),IVR,OPSTC25),IOP 
INTEGER OPST,VRST,ERRC OD 
VRSTCIVR> = 7 ()0 
1 VR = I VR + 1 
IF (IVR.GT.MAXVR) GO TO 40 
K = I OP 
IF (OPST<K).NE.44) GO TO 20 
OPST(K) = 26 
K = K - 1 
GO TO 10 
IOP = IOP + 1 
IF (IOP.GT.MAXOP) GO TO 3 0 
OPSTCIOP) = 26 
RE TURN 
NO ~OR E SPACE IN THE OP ERATOR STACK 
ERRCOD = 24 
CALL ERR (ERRCOD) 
RETURN 
NO MORE SPACE IN THE VARIABLE STACK 
ERRCOD = 23 















































































SUB ROU T IN E OPOR I 
ANA LYS E THE PROA LE M OF GLOBA LS 
CO MMO~ /LI ~ITS/ ~A XLEX,~JX1, MA X2, MAX3, MA X4,MAX5, MAX6,MAX7,~AX8, 
1 ~A X9 , MAX10,MAX11 
CO MPON / dUFFE R/Q( 216 ),PC216),U NU S ED(68) 
CO ~I MON / IN DE X / L , M 
CO M~ON / GLB/GL BNS T(2, 80 ),GLBTA D(8 0 ),IGL B,DSPGL 8 (20) 
CO~ MON /CLPOS/LEV EL,NO B 
CO M~ON /LST NOB /LSTNO B(5) 
INTEGER GL BNST,GLeTAB,DSPGLB,SEA RCP,E RR COD,P,O,UNUSED 
OLL LEXD RI 
EP.RCOD = 8 
11 = LSTNO B(L EVEL) 
M = 0 
L = 1 
IF (PCU.E0.12.0R.P(L).E0.16.0R.P(U.EQ.22.0R.PCU.E0.25) GO TO 30 
IF (P(1).EQ.54) GO TO 5 0 
IF (SEA RCH(P(L),DSPGLB(I1),DSP GLB(l1+1),GL BTAB).GT.0) 
1 CftLL ERR(ERRCOD) 
IF CPCL).GT. 63 .AND.PCL).LT.1 000 ) GO TO 20 
SEPARA TOR 
M = M + 1 
IF ( M. GT . MAXLEX) GO TO 60 
O( M) = P(L) 
If (P(L).EOo53) GO TO 4 0 
L = L + 1 
GO TO 1 :.J 
VARIABLE 
CALL GA ·"M A 
L = L + 1 















.. . .. , 

































ENO OF SENTENCE 
IF (PCL-1>.NE.13) RETURN 
F.ND OF CUUSE 
LEV[L = LEVEL - 1 
IF CL EVEL.LT. û ) GO T0 70 
RETURN 
FND OF FILE 
M = M + 1 
IF CM. GT . ~AXLEX) GO TO 60 
O(M ) = 54 
CSPGLBCN0B+1) = DSPGLBCN0B) 
R~TURN 
Q IS FULL 
ERRC0O = 3 
O .LL ERRCERRC00) 
RETURN 
NO END CLAUSES EN0UGH 





















... . . ... , 



























































INTROOUCE GA~MA FOR GLOBAL VARIABLES 
COM MON/LIMITS/MAXLEX,MAX1,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8, 
1 MAX9,MAX1 0, MAX11 
COM MON/ BUFFER/Q(216),P(216),UNUSED(68) 
COM ~ON/INOEX/L,M 
COMMON/ GLB/GLBNST(2,8 0 ),GLBTAB(80),IGLB,DSPGLB(20) 
CO M~ ONICLPOS/LEVEL,NO B 
COMMON/LSTNOB/LSTNO B(5) 
INTEGER GLBNST,OSPGLB,GLeTAB,ERRCOO,SEARCH,P,Q,UNUSED 
11 = LSTNOB(LEVEL) 
12=11+1 
12 = OSPGLB<l2) 
IF (12 . E<loO> 12 = IGLB 
I = SE. ~R CH CPCL> ,OSPGUJ ( 11), 12,GLBTAB) 
IF CI.EQ.,J) GO TO 20 
If CGL BNST<2, 1) oEO .O) GO TO 10 
INTRODUCE LATEST 
M = M + 2 
IF (M.GT.MAXLEX) GO TO 30 
Q(M) = 4 
Q CM-1) = GLBNSTC2,I> • 1000 
INTROOUCE GAMMA 
M = M • 3 
IF CM. GT.MAXLEX) GO TO 30 
Q(M) = p(L) 
Q (M-1) 3 
CJ (!"-2) = GLBNST(1,1) • 10 0 
RETLJRN 
LOCAL VARIABLE 
M = M • 1 
IF (M.GT.MAXLEX) GO TO 30 
Q(M) = PCL) 
kETURN 
Q IS FULL 




















































































ANALY S E A CLAUSE HEAD 
CO MM ON/LI ~ITS/ MAXLEX,MAX1,MAXB,MAXEND, MA X4,MAX5, MA X6,MAX7,MAX8, 
1 MAX9 , MAX 10 , MAX 11 
COMM0N/ 3UFFER/Q(216),P(21 6 ), UNUSED (68) 
COM MON /INDEX/L, M 
CO M~ON ICLPOS/LEV EL,NO B 
CO MMON / NOARG /N OARG 
CO MM ON/CLT4 RICLTA B<2.2 0>,DSPCL(2,2 0> 
CO MNON /CLC~T/CLCAT(3,~0) 
CO M~ON / GL8 /GLB NS T(2,8 0 ),GL BTA B(8 0),IGL 8 ,DSPGL e C2 0 ) 
COM MON/LSTNOB/LSTN08(5) 
INT EGER CLTA B,DSPCL,CLCAT,GLBNST,GLBTA B,DSPGLB,ERRCOD,P,Q,UNUSED 
lNTEGER CLCALL 
NOARG ::: 0 
El?RCOO ::: 1v 
M = il1 + 2 
IF ( M. GT . MAX LEX) GO TO 30 
Q(M)::: P(2) 
Q(M-1) = PC1> 
IF (. NO T.( 
1 (((PC1).EG.16.0R.P(1).EG.22).AND.(p(3).EG.56.AND • PC4) • EQ • 42)) 
2 oORoCPCl>oEGo12oORo.P<1>o.EGo25)) 
3 • A N D • C P ( 2 ) • G T • 6 3 • A N D • P ( 2 ) • L T • 1 00 0 ) ) ) C A l l E R R C E R R C O D ) 
NOD = NOS + 1 
IF ( NOB .GT.MAX B) GO TO 50 
DSPGL S ( NOB ) = IGL B 
DSPGL BCNOB +1) = 0 
IF (PCL+2).Ea.56) CALL ARG 
IF (P(L+2) .E a .24) CALL GLOBAL 
M = M + 1 
IF CM. GT. MAX LEX) GO TO 30 
Q(t,') = 53 
BUILD UP THE TREE REPRESENTING THE CLAUSES 
ERRCOO = 35 
IF (CLCALL(PC2)+5 00 ,LEVEL>.GT.0) CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
CLTA B(1,NO B) = P(2) 
IF (IGL e 0 GT~DSPGL B(NO B)J NbARG = NOARG + 100 
CLTAB(2,NO B> = NOARG 
CLCATC1,NO B) = P(1) 
I 1 = L S TN O 8 ( LE VE L) 
LEVEL= LEVEL+ 1 
IF <LEV EL.GT.MAXEND) GO TO 40 
IF (DSPCLC1,I1).EQ.D) GO TO 1C 
12 = LSTNO B(LEVEL) 













~-~ 1 .. 1 
A FORTRAN IV CVFQ L38 ) SOURCE LISTING: CL~USE SUAROUTIN[ 
5, 
























GO TO 20 
DSPCL(1,I1) = NOB 
LSTNO B(LEVEL) = NOB 
~S PCL(1,N OS ) = 0 
DSPCL ( 2,N013) = 0 
RETURN 
G IS FULL 
ERRCOD = -~ 
CAL L ERR(ERRCOD ) 
RETURN 
TOO MUCH NESTING 
ERRCOD = ·12 
CALL ERRCERRCOD) 
RETURN 
TOO MANY BLOCKS 
ERRCOD = 11 
CALL ERR CERRCOD) 
RE TURN 
END 




f · 2 3 
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f 20 21 
22 
f 23 24 
25 
( 26 27 
28 
( 29 30 
31 
f 32 33 
34 






f 41 42 
43 









SUE.'IF:OUTIN F ARG 
C ---- - - -- - - - - - -C ANALYSE A FOR MAL PARA M~l~R LI ST 
C 
CO MM ON/ LI M I T S / 11 A X U: X, tH, X 1 , I• : Al\ 2 , NA X 3 , I'. A X 4, ~-.AXA RG , MA X6 , M .A. X 7, ~1A X8 1 
1 MAX9 , MAX1 0 , r Ax11 
CO MMON / RUFFER/Q(216),P(216),UN~SEDC68) 
C0~1MON /I NDE X/ L, i"\ 
COM MON / NOA RG /NOA RG 
COMMON / ARG /ARGT AR(1 0 ),I ARG 
INTEGER ARGTA B,ERRCOD,SEA RCH,P,Q,UNUSED 
L = L + 4 
IA RG = 1 
éRRCOD = 41 
IF (.NOT.(P(L). GT.63.AND.P(L).LT.1 C0 0 )) CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
10 ARG TA B(IARG) = P(L) 
r = M + 1 
IF (M.GT.~AXLEX) GO TO 30 
Q (M) = P(L) 
ERRCOD = 19 
11 = ,, 
IF (SEA RCH(P(L),11,IA RG ,A RG TA B). NE oÜ) CALL ERR(ERRCOO) 
IA RG = IAR G + 1 
IF (IA RG.G T. MAXARG ) GO TO 40 
IF (.NOT.((P(L).GT. 6 3.A ND .P(L).LT.1 CUG ).AND.P(L+1).E0.44)) 
1 GO TO 20 
L = L + 2 
GO TO H 
20 NOARG = IARG - 1 
C 
IF {(P(L) .GT.63.AND.P(L).LT.1000 ).AND.P(L+1).EQ.43) RETURN 
ERRCOD = 17 
CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
r.ETURN 
C OIS FULL 
C 
30 ERRCOD = 3 
C 
CALL ERR ( E RRCOD) 
RETURN 
C ARGTAB IS FULL 
C 


















f' 14 15 
16 
f' 17 18 
19 






f 26 27 
28 
f 29 30 
31 
«· 32 33 
34 
f' 35 36 
37 
f 38 39 











SUBPOUTINE GLO BA L 
ANALYSE A GLO BAL LIST 
CO M~ON /LI ~ITS/ MAX0 , MA X1, MAX2 ,MAX3, ~AXGLB , MAX5 , MA Xl,~AX7, MAX C, 
1 MAXQ,~AX1 0, ~AX11 
CO MMON / UUFFER/Q( 216),P(216),UNUSED(68) 
CO~, MON/ IN DE X/ L , M 
CO MM ON/CLPOS/LEV EL,N0 8 
COMMON/GL B/ GLBNS T(2, 3L ), GLBTAD C30),I GLR,DSPGL BC2G ) 
co rMON /ARG/ARGTA B(1 C),IARC 
INTEGER GLBNST,GL BTA B,DSPGLR, S[ARCH , ERR COD,P, O,U NUSEO 
L = L + 3 
fRR COD = 42 
IF Cn.NOTo. CPCL>oGT,.63o.AND,._P(L),._LTo1 000 )) CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
l O GLBTA BCIGL 8 ) = P(L) 
CALL UPDATE(PCL), P(1)) 
ERRCOD = 18 
IF (SEARC H(P(L),DSPGLB(NO B),IGL B,GLBTA B)aNEoO> CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
E:RRCOD = 17 
I 1 = t 
IF (SEARCH(P(L),11,IARG,AR GTA B). NE .0) CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
IGL B = IGL 8 + 1 
IF CIGL B.GT.~AX GLB) CO TO 3û 
IF (.NOT.((P(L).GT.63.A ND .P(L).LT.10 00 ).AND.P(L+1).EQ.44)) 
1 GOTO~C 
L = L + 2 
GO TO ·10 
20 IF ((P(U.GT.63. AND .PCL>.LT.1 000 ). AND .P(L+1). EQ .53) RE TURN 
ERRCOD = 14 
C 
CALL ERR ( E RRCOD) 
RETURN 
C THE GLOBAL STACK IS FULL 
C 
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UPDATE THE TAOLE REPRESENTING THE NESTING OF GLOBALS 
CO MM ON/GLB/GLBNST(2,8 0 ),GLBTAB(8 0),IGL B,DSPGLB(20) 
CO MM ONICLPOSILEVEL,NOB 
COM MONILSTNOBILSTNOB(5) 
INTEGER GLBTA B,DSPGLB,CLTYP,GLBNST,SEARCH 
I F CLE VE L oE Q .1) GO TO 1 0 
11 = LSTNOB(LEVEL-1) 
12 = LSTNOB(LEVEL) 
l = SEARCH(NA ME ,DSPGL B(I1),DSPGLB(I2),GLBTAB) 
IF (l. EQ .ù) GO TO 1 
GLBNSTC1,IGLB) = GLBNSTC1,I) + 1 
GLBNSTC2,IGLB) = GLBNST(2,l) 
IF CCLTYP.EQ.12.0R.CLTYP.EQ.22> 
1 GLBNSTC2,IGL B) = GLBNST<2,J) + 1 
RETURN 
GLBNST (1, IGLB) = 1 
GLBNST<2,IGLB) = 0 
IF (CLTYP.EQ.12.0R.CLTYP.EG.22) 
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LEXDRI PRODUCE THE LEXICALLY ANALYSED VERSION OF P (LUSCII 
FORM) lNTO Q 
COMMON/LIMITS/MAXLEX, MA X1,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8, 
1 MAX9,MAX1O,MAX11 
COMMON/AUFFER/p(216>,u<216>,UNUSED(68) 
COMMON /INDEX/ L,11 
INTEGER P,Q,UNUSED,ERRCOD 
L = 1 
t' 1 
CALL PROLUS 
N = P(L) + 1 
GO TO (1 0 ,11J,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10, 
1 36,36,36,36,36,36,36,36,36,36, 




6 64,64,64,64,64 ),N 
CALL NUMBER 
GO TO 1 
CALL ALPHNM 
GO TO 1 
CALL MINUS 
GO TO 64 
CALL LFRDBR 
GO TO 1 
ocro = 53 
RETURN 
O(M) = 54 
RE TURN 
Q(M) = p(L) 
M = M • 1 
IF CM.GT.MAXLEX) GO TO 7 0 
L = L + 1 
GO TO 1 
Q IS FULL 
ERRCOD = 3 
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COM MON/ 9 UFFER/P(216),0(216),UNUSE0(68) 
COMMON/INDEX/L,M 
CO MMO N/PARAM/PAR1,PAR2,PAR3,NLGHT,PAR5,PAR6 
INTEG ER PAR1,PAR2,PAR3,PAR5,ERRCOD,P,O,UNUSED,PAR6 
N = 0 
N = 11') A N + P(L) 
IF (N.GT.NLGHT) GO TO 20 
L = L + 1 
If (p(L).LE.9) GO TO 10 
Cl( f,1 ) = N + 1000 
M = M + 1 
IF (M.GT.MAXLEX) GO TO 30 
RE TURN 
NUMBfR TOO BIG 
ERRCOD = 5 
CALL ERR (ERRcoo> 
RETURN 
Q 1 S FULL 
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HANOLE ALPHANUMERIC NAMES 
COM MON/LIMITS/MAXLEX, MAX1,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8, 
1 MAX9,MAX1 O, MAX11 
C0 MM ON/BUFFER/P(216),0(216),UNUSE0(84) 
C0 MM ON/ INDE X/L,M 
COM MO N/PARAM/PAR1,PAR2,PAR3,PAR4,MAXSTG,PAR6 
INTEGER PAR 1,PAR 2 ,PAR3,PAR4,ERRCOD,CODE,P,O,UNUSED,PAR6 
COD E 0 
CODE= 10J t CODE+ PCL) 
L = L + 1 
IF (CODE.GT.MAXSTG> GO TO 40 
IF (P(L).LE.36) GO T0 10 
CALL RESWRDCCODE,IDN) 
IF CI DN.EQ.28 .0R.IDN. EQ.29) GO TO 30 
IF (IDN.EG.0) CALL NAMTAB(C0DE,IDN) QCM) = ION 
M = M • 1 
IF (M.GT.MAXLEX) GO T0 7 0 
RE TURN 
RESERVED WORD IS "TRUE" OR '"FALSE •• 
M = M -t 1 
IF (MaGTa MAXLEX) GO TO 70 
QCM) = ~BSCIDN-28) + 1000 
RETURN 
STRING TRUNCATED 
l:RRCOD = 6 
OLL ERR(ERRCOD) 
IF (PCL).GT.36) GO TO 20 
L = L + 1 
GO T0 5 J 
Q 1 S FULL 

















r A FORTRAN IV (VER L41.4) SOURCE LISTING: RESWRD SUBROUTINE DATE 05/19/78 TIME 11:11:20 PAGE 0048 
1 SU BR OUTINE RESWRD(COD E,J) 
2 C 
-------------------------3 C TEST I F CO O E (PACK ED NAME) IS A RESERVERO WORD 
4 C 
r 5 COM MON/RES/RESTAB(32),0PCODE(32),MAXRES 6 INTEGEfl COOE,R ES TAB,OPCODE 
7 
r 8 DO 10 K = 1,MAXRES 9 IF (RESTAB(K) .EQ.CODE) GO TO 20 
10 10 CONTINUE 
11 
12 J = 0 
13 RETURN 
14 
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DO 10 K = 1,IIDN 
IF (!DNTAB(K).EQ.CODE) GO TO 20 
CONTINUE 
II DN = II DN + 1 
IF (llDN.GT.MAXlDN) GO TO 30 
IONTAB(IIDN) = CODE 
K = II Dr,i 
J = K + 63 
RETURN 
I.DNTA B IS FULL 
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SU BR OUTINE MINUS 




COM MO N/INDEX/L,M 
INTEGER P,O,UNUSED,ERRCOD 
11 = M - 1 
lf(.NOT.(Q(I1).LE.63.AND.Q(I1>.NE.43)) RETURN 
Q(M) = 1000 
M = M + 1 
ER RCOD = 3 
IF (M.GT.MAXLEX) CALL ERR(EkRCOO) 
RETURN 
END 
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SU BROuTINE LFROBR 
INSERT A 0 56• (CLAUSE APPLICATION) FOR DEFINITIONS OR CALLS 
OF CLAUSES WITH ARGUMENTS 
COMMON/LIMITS/MAXLEX,MAX1,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8, 




IF CM.EQ.1) GO TO 10 
11 = M - 1 
IF (Q(I1>.NE.43.AND.O(I1).LE.63) GO TO 10 
Q( M) = 56 
M = M + 1 
IF (M.GT.MAXLEX) GO TO 30 
Q ( M) = 42 
M = M + 1 
IF (M.GT.MAXLEX) GO TO 30 
L = L + 1 
RETURN 
Q IS FULL 
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Sl lt3 ROIITT NE PR.U LIJS 





COHMON/ BUFFEk/Q(216},UNUSED(204),P( 80) 
CO MMON/LINEN/LIN EN 
INTEG ER F,Q, UNUSEb,CONVEL,ERRCOD 
M = 1 
C TRANSLATI ON 
C -----------10 12 = M + 72 
IF (12.GT.MAXLEX) GO TO 60 
CALL INOUT 
LINEN = LINEN + 1 
DO 20 l< = M, I 2 
11 = 1 + K - M 
11 = P(I1} 
20 Q{K) = CONVELCI1) 
C 
C END OF FILE 
C -----------30 12 = 12 - 1 
IF (Q(I2).NE.37) GO TO 40 
IF (12.GT.M) GO TC 30 
Q 00 = 54 
RE TURN 
C 
C END OF SENTENCE: 
C ---------------40 M = M + 72 
C 
IF (Q(M).EQ.12) GO TO 50 
Q(I2+1) = 53 
R ETURN 
C CONTINUATION CARO 
C -----------------50 M = I 2 + 1 























Q IS FULL 
ERRCOO:: 3 
CALL ERR ( ER RCOO) 
R ETURN 
END 
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INTEGER FUNCTION CONVEL(CARACT) 
CONVERT •cARACT" FROM f RCDIC TO LUSCII 
COMMON/ EB C/EBCDIC(64) 
INTEGER E*CDIC,CARACT,ERRCOD 
DO 1 1J K = 1,64 
IF (EBCDJC(K) .EQ.CARACT> GO TO 20 
CONTINUE 
K = 52 
ERRCOO = 4 
CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
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SUBR OUTINE INOUT 
READ AND PRINT OUT TH E LUCIO SOURCE FROGRAM 
CO MM ON/BUFFER/U NUSED(420),QC80) 
COMM ONIP ARA M/FLINS,FLOUTS,PAR3,PAR4,PAR5,PAR6 
I NTE GER PAR5,PAR4,PAR 5,FL OUTS,FLINS,G,UNUSED,PAR6 
READCFLINS , 1) CQCK),K =1,80 ) 
FO R~lA T C80A 1> 
WRITE{FLOUTS,2) (Q( K), K=1, 80 ) 
FO RM AT (1X,8 0A 1 ) 
RE TUR N 
END 
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IF CUL.LE.LU GO TO 20 
!1 = UL - 1 
DO 10 K = LL,I1 
IF (TAB(IO .EO.NAME) GO TO 3U 
CONTINUE 
SE AR CH = 0 
RETURN 
SEARCH = K 
RETURN 
END 


















































INTEGER FUNCTION CLCALLCNAME.LEVEL) 
-----------------------------------EQUIVALENT TO SEARCH OUT FOR AN INDEXED SEGUENTIAL TABLE 
COM MON/CLTAB/CLTAB(2,20),DSPCL(2,20) 
COM~ONILSTNOB/L STNO BC5) 
INTEGER CLT-B,DSPCL 
I1 = LSTNOB(LEVEU 
I = DSPCL(1,I1) 
IF (I .EG • •) GO TO 30 
IF (CLTAB(1,I).EG.NAME) GO TO 20 
I = DSPCL(2,I> 
GO TO 1 0 
CL CALL = I 
RETURN 
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. ' " . 
SU Bk OUT 'IN E CONT RL 
C -----------------
C CONTROL IF THE N8 OF ACTU AL PARA = ND OF fOR MAL PARA,FO R EACH 
C CLAUSE C~LL 
C 
COM MON / BUFF EN / OP (1 2 5),0P DE1 (1 25 ),0PDE 2 (125},LUCCAT( 20 ),U NUSED(1 05) 
CUM MONICLCAT/CLCAT(3,2û) 
CCMMO~ / CLP OS /L EV EL,N Oe 
IhTEGEh 0P,0PDE1,0PDE2,UNUS~D,CLCAT,CLNAM 
DO 2/J K =1,NO B 
l= CLCATC 2,K) 
IF (I . EQ . U) GO TO 20 
10 IF (OP<r>oNEoZ> GO TO 2 0 
NA~E = OPDE 1(I) - 500 
IF {N AME .LT. 0 ) NAME = CLNAM(I,K) 
IF (NA ME ~NEo O> CALL TSTEQ N(NAME,K,I) 
I = I + 1 
GO TO 1 'J 










A Fo1, r , MJ IV, ,(\il::li L38 ) $OUf,' CE LI '- Titfo : CLIJ ,', I' FLI NCT H•N ' ü6 / 'l "i'/7 u P A Gl fJ ,iu ;;_ 
1 I NT[G ER FU NC TlON CL NAM (I, K) 
2 C ---------------------------








































ILUC = LUCCAT(K) - 1 
1:1"' OPDEÎ(I) + ILUC 
IF (OP(K1).EQ.3) GO TO 2 ü 
IF (OP(K1).E.Q.1) GO TO 10 
ERROi{ SO MEW HE.RE? 
ERRCOD = 36 
CALL ERR(ERRCOD) 
CLNA M = 0 
RE TUR N 
NA ME AS PARA ME. TER 
ERRCOD = 37 
OLL ERR ( ERRCOD) 
CLN AM = 0 
F: E:TURN 
NA.~ E A S G L OB P L 
IF (OPD E2 (K1> a.GEo500> C:.O TO 30 
ERRCOD = 38 
CALL ERR( ERR COD) 
CUl AM = 0 
Rl: TURN 
CLNAM = OPDE2(K1) - 500 
RE TlJRN 
END 
f' 1 2 
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SL ORO UTINE TSTEUN (NA M[ , K,l) 
C ---------------------------
C COUNTS THE Ne OF AC TU AL PARA AND CO MPARE IT TO TH E NG CF 
C FO RMA L PARA , E îE RS 
C 
CO~MON / 8UFFE R/OPC125), 0PDE 1(1 25),0P DE2 C125 ),LUCCAT(2 0 ),UNUSEOC1 05) 
COMMON /CLT AB /CLT AP (2, 2C ), DSP CL(2, 2ü ) 
CO MM ON/NOARG/NOJRG 
I NTEGER OP,OPDE1,0PDE2,UNUSED,CLTA B,D SPC L,E RRCOO 
ILUC = LUCCAT(K) - 1 
NOARG = 0 
"' = 1 
10 Il = OPOE 2CK) 
IF (II. EG .7 JO ) GO TO 20 
NOA RG = NOARG + 1 
K = II + !LUC 
Gt' TO 10 
20 N1 = CLTA B(2, NAME ) 
IF ( N·1oGE o1 00 ) N1 = N1 - 1(JU 
IF CN OARG . EO.N1) RE TU RN 
ERR COD = 39 
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SEARCH FOR INCONSISTENT VARIABLE DEFINTlONS 
COM~ON/REN/R[NTAB(2,100),IREN,OSPREN(20),NEWNAM(100) 
INTEGER ERRCùD,RENTAS,OSPREN 
11 = DSPREN(LEVEL) 
00 40 K = I1,1REN 
lF (RENTA B<1,K)-1)10,20,30 
VARIABLE NOT OEFlNED 
ERRCOD = 32 
CALL ERRCERRCOO) 
CALL OBLDEF(NEWNAM(K)) 
GO TO 40 
VARIABLE DEFlNED BUT NOT USEO 
--------&--------------------
ERRCOD = 33 
IF CRENTA B(2,K).GT.O) GO TO 40 
CALL ERR (l'RR COD) 
CAlL OBLDEF(NEWNAM(IC)) 
GO TO 40 
~ORE THEN ONE DEF!NITION 
CALL OBLDEFCNEWNAM(K)) 
ERRCOD = ~4 


























































SU BR OUTINE D8LDEf(NAME) 
SEARCH FOK THE LARLIER E8CDIC CODE Of A DOUBLE OEFINED VARIABLE 
CO MMON /IDN/IION,ID NTAB(100) 
CO~MON/ERC/ Ed CDIC( 64 ) 
CO MMON /PARAM/PAR1,PA R2 ,PAR3,PAR4,PAR5,FLOUTR 
INTEGER NA~(4),EüCOlC,CODE,PAR1,PAR3,PAR4,PAR5,fLOUTR,PAR?. 
I = 4 
CODE= IDNTA BCNAME-63) 
10 R = CODE/100 
11 = IFIX(R) 
12 = COD E - 100 * 11 
NA~(I) = EBCCIC(I2) 
CODE= 11 
I = I - 1 
If (11.G f .100) GO TC 10 


















SURR0UTINE EKR (l:kRCU D) 
C Or,1 1·10N / NE RR /I JERR 
COMM ON/LI NEN /LlNEN 
cor~ON/P ARAM /PAR1, PAR2 ,PAR3,PAR4,PAR5,FLOlJTR 
INT [GFR ERR CùD, PAR 1,PAR2,PAR3,PAR4,PAk5,FLOUTR 
9 GO TO C 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 
10 1 100,1 ·i0,120, ·no,14o,15o,160,110,rno,190, 
11 2 200,210,220,~30,240,250,260,270,280,290, 
12 3 300,310,320,330,340,350,360,370,330,390, 
06/1 9/ 7ô 
13 4 400,4 10,4 20 }, ERRCOD 
14 
15 10 WRJT E(HO UTR , 1000) 
, 16 1000 f0PMAT(1X,' WE LC 0ME TO TH E LUCIO TEAM.SEE YOU AT THE END OF',/, 
17 1 'TH E TRANS FORMER ANALYSIS.HAV E A GOOD TI MI: AND',/, 





IF (NERR.GT.O) GO TO 25 
WRITE(FLOUTR,1100) 
FOR ~A TC1X,'C ONGKATULATIONS ! YOU SEE lT WAS NOT SC OIFFICULT',/, 
PAGI: 0001 
23 1 ·100 



























2 ' EN JCY lT. SEE YOU FOR THE RESULTs.•,n 
RET URN 
WRJTE(FLOUTR,1 200} 
FO RMA T(1X,'S ORR Y l CAN NOT TArE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO',/, 
1 'LET YOU GO ON, BUT 00 NOT LOOSE YOuR SELF CONTROL',/ 1 
~ 'IT W1LL ùE ALRIGHT NEXT TIME. SEE YOU LATER',/, 
3 - THE LUCIO TtAM- ',/} 
R fT URN 
NERR = NERR + 'I 
WRlT E(FlOUTR,1300) 
FORMAT(1X,'INV lNDEX: MAXLEX',/} 
GO TO 999 9 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRITE(FLOUTR,1400} CLINEN) 
FO~M~TC1X,'INV CHAR IN LINE NU~ BE R:',IS,/} 
R F.lU RN 
NF. PR : NERR -t 1 
WRJTE(FLOUTR,1500} (LINEN} 
FORMAT(1X,'NUM BER EXCEEOS 2**31',/) 
RE TU RN 
WRJTE(FLOUTR,1600) (LINEN) 
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NFRR = NERR + 1 
WR lT F. ( F LO l,TR, 1700) 
FOR~A T{1X,'I ~V INC[ X: MAXIDN',/) 
GO TO 9999 
NERR = NER R + 1 
WRITE(FLOUT R,1900) (LINEN) 
FORMAT{1X,'G LOOA L AS LEFT ~AND SIPE IN LINE NUMBER:',!5,/) 
RF. TU RN 
NE RR = NERR + 1 
WR I TECFLOUTR,1 9U O) (LINEN) 
FO RMA T(1X,'TUO MAN Y END CLAUSES.W E ARE IN LINE:',15,/) 
RE TIJRN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRJTECFLOUTR,2000) CLINEN) 
FORMA TC1X,'I NV CLAUSE HEAD IN LINE NUH BER:',15,/) 
RETURN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRlT E(FLOUT R,2 100) 
FOR ~ATC 1X,'1 NV INDEX: MAX B',/) 
GO TO 9999 
NE l<R = NERR + l 
WRJTE(FLOuTR, 2200) 
FOR HA T{1X,'I NV INDE X: MAXEND',/) 
GO TO 9999 
NFPR = NE RR + 1 
WRIT E<FLOUTR, 2300) 
FOR MATC1X,'ItlV INDE X:MAXGLB',I> 
GO TO 9999 
NE RR = NERR + 1 
WRITECFLOUTR,2400) CLINEN) 
FO RM AT{1X,'I NV USING LIST IN lINE NUM BER :',15,/) 
RETllR N 
NEPR = N[RR + 1 
WRtTE(FLOUTR,2500) 
FORMAT(1X,'I NV 1N DE X: MAXARG',/) 
GO TO 9999 
NE RR = NERR + I 
WRITE(FLOUTR,2600) (LINEN) 
• 
FORMAT{1X,'I NV ARGUME~T LIST IN LINE NB :',15,/) 

















A FORTRAN IV (VF.R L38 ) SOURCE LISTIN G: ERR SUOROUTIN[ 06/19/7 8 

















1 18 200 




123 21 0 























14 8 260 
149 
150 3600 
NFRR = NEPR + 1 
WR ITE ( FL OUTR , 2700) C LIN EN) 
FO RMA T(1X,' ARG ANU GLB MIX ED UP IN LlNE NB :',!5,/) 
RE TURN 
NFRR = NER R + 1 
WR ITE ( FLO UTR , 2800) (LJNEN) 
FORMAT (1X,'D OUBLE USE OF GLOBALS IN LIN E N3 :',!5,/) 
RETlJRN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WR 1 TE ( FLOUTR,2900) (LINE"N) 
FO R~A TC1x,•o ou o~E USE OF ARG IN LINE NB :',15,/) 
RETURN 
NEt;R = NERR + ·1 
WRITE(FLOUTR,3000) 
FOR MA T(1X,' END CL AUS ES ARE MISSING',/) 
RE TU RN 
NERR = Nf:RR + 1 
WRITFC!'"LflUTR,3 100) CUNEN) 
FOR MA TC1X,'I NV üEG I N OF SENTENC E JN LIN E',15,/) 
RE TU RN 
NE RR = NF.RR + 1 
W R lT E C F LO UT R , 3 ;20 0 ) 
FORMAT ( 1X,'INV IN~EX 
GO T O 9999 
NER R = NERR + 1 
WRT TE CFLOUT R,3300) 
FORMAT (1X,'I NV IND[X 
GO TO 9999 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRITE(FLOUTR,3400) 
FO RMA TC1X,'I NV IN~[X 
GO TO 9999 





FO RMA TC1X,'N O vPERANDS ENOUGH IN LlNE NB :',15,/) 
RE TURN 
NEPR = NERR + 1 
WR HEC FL OU TR , 3600) (LJNEN) 













































1 i:l 1 
182 330 
183 4300 


















NERR = NERR + 'I 
WR1TE(FLOUTR,37UO) 
FOR ~AT(1X,'INV INDEX MAXCAL',/) 
GO TO 9999 
WRJTE(FLOU1R,J800) 
FORMAT(1X,'W hRNlNG FUN OR MAP AS PARAMETER',/) 
RE TU RN 
NERR = NERR + ! 
WRITE(FLOUTR,3900) 
F0RMAT(1X,'CLAUSE NAME AS LEFT HAND SI OE ',/) 
R ETURN 
NERR = Nf:R R + 1 
WRJTE(FLOUTR,4000) 
FOR~AT(1X,'INV INDEX 
GO TO 9999 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WR IT E ( FLO lf T R, 1+ 10 0) 
FORMAT(1X,'I NV IN EX 
GO TO 9999 
NE RR = NERR + 1 
MA XLUC ', /) 
fo1AXPIC',/) 
WR lTF.(FL O!ITR,4200) 
FORMAT(1X,'V AR NOT DEFINED',/) 
P ETURN 
WRITE(FLOUTR,4300) 
FORMAT(1X,'VAR Df FINED BUT NOT USED',/) 
RETURN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRJTE(FlOUTR,4400) 
FORMAT(1X,'V AR DErINED MORE THEN ONCE',/) 
RETURN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRlTE(FLOUTR,4500) 
FORMATC1X,'CL AU$( DEFINFO MORE THEN ONCE',/) 
RETURN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRlTc(FLOUTR,3600) 
FORMAT(1X,'ERR IN LüCODF. PRODUCTION OR VERY BAD PROG. STRUCT',/) 
RETURN • 























2 'JO 390 
211 





217 5 000 
2 13 
219 















FORMAT(1X,'N 8 OF PAR A NOT CONTROLED. CLAUSE NAME AS PARA',/) 
R fTLIRN 
WRIT E(FL OUTR ,4 800) 
FORM AT(1X,'No Of PARA NO T CONTROLL[O. TOO COMPLICAT ED STRUCTURE',/ 
1 'LG: GLOBAL NAME WAS PARA ",/) 
RE TURN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRITE (F~OUT R,4900) 
FO PHAT <1X,' NO Of ACTUAL PARIS DIFF FROM THE NB OF FOR MAL PAR',/) 
RETU RN 
NERR = NERR + ·i 
WR lT f: ( F LOl1TR, 5000) 
FO R~AT (1X,'F UN OR PRO AS GLOBAL IN CHP OR MAP',/) 
R ETURN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
WRIT E(FLOUTR,5 100) (LINEN) 
FOR~AT(1X,'EMPTY ARG LIST IN LIN E NB',13,/) 
R ETURN 
NERR = NERR + 1 
W R lT F ( FL OU TR , 5 20 0) ( LI N EN ) 
FOR MA T(1X,' EMP TY GL B LIST I N LJNE NB',13,/) 
R ETU RN 
WRITECFLOUTR,9998} 

































































































CL TAS CI, J) 







ARGUMENT TABLE. CONTAINS THE ARG OF A CLAUSE (MAX=10) 
AR:i.TY OF ~N OPERATOR 
TAOLE CONTAINJNG THE ARlTY OF ALL THE OPERATORS 
C HARACTER 
CLAUSE CATALOGUE 
l =1 CLAUSE TYPE 
1=2 ADDRESS OF THE FlRST CALL 
1=3 NUMBER OF CALLS 
J = NUM9ER OF CLAUSE CMAX=20) 
CLAUSE TABLE 
1=1 CLAUSE NAME 
1=2 NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS 
CNB OF ARG = REAL NB OF ARG + 100 IF THAT CLAUSE 
HAS GLOBALS) 
CLAUSE TYPE 
TYPE OF THE CURRENT CLAUSE. (STACK) 
1 = LEVEL CMAX•5) 
CODE 
DISPLAY FOR A TABLE CONTAlNlNG ADORESSES 
I=1 BEGIN OF THE LIST Of CALL ADORESSES IN STAOD 
1:2 CURRENT END OF THAT LIST 
J NUHBER OF CLAUSES CMAX=20) 
OlSPLAY FOR CLT4B 
1=1 BEGIN OF THE LIST DEFINED BELOW 
1=2 LIST OF NESTlNG CLAUSES(AT SAHE LEVEL> FOR A 
CLAUSE OF LEVEL J 
THlS REPRESENT THE LUCIO PROGRAH AS A TREE WHERE 
THE CLAUSE ~EFINITIONS ARE THE NOPES 
OISPLAY FOR GLBTAB 
BEGIN Of GLOBAL LIST OF CLAUSE NUMBER l 
DISPLAY OF A PICTURE OF THE PROGRAH 
l= ·t BEGIN IN PlCPRG OF PAIRS OF POINTERS FOR THE 
THE CLJ>.USE J 
1=2 CURRfNT END Of THAT LIST OF PAIRS 
DI~PLAY FOR THE RENAME TABLE 
BEGIN OF NEW JDENTlflCATION TABLE Of LEVEL l 
"\ 
l 
... ' ., 
C A FORTRAN IV (VER L38) SOURCE LISTING: BLOCKDATA 05123/78 PAGE 0002 1 
r 51 1 52 
53 C E 
r 54 
' 55 C EBCDTCC64) GIVES THE l use II CODE FOR ALL EBCDIC CHARACTERS 56 C ERRCOD ERR OR CODE 
r 57 58 
59 C F 
' 60 ,, r , .. 
' 61 C FLAG LOGICAL VARIABLE 62 C FLINS FIL E INPUT SOURCE 
r 63 C FLOl•T flLE OUTPUT LUCOOE 
' 64 C FLOU TL 
65 C FLOUTS FILE OUTPUT SOURCE 




r 69 C G 
' 70 71 C GLBNST<I ,J) GLOBAL NESTtNG 
r 72 C I = ·t NB OF LEVELS TOGO BACK WITH GAMMA 73 C I =2 NB OF LEVELS TOGO BACK WITH LATEST 
74 C J = POINTER IN GlBTAB CM'-X =80) 
r 75 C GL8TABCJ) CONTAINS ALL THE GLOBAL LISTS (CLAUSE BY BLAUSE) 
' 76 
77 
C 78 C H 
' 79 
80 C HGK HIGHEST VALUE OF K (DURING THE REORDERlNG) 
r-- 81 
82 
83 C J 
r 84 85 C I INDEX 
86 C 11,12 ••• 11 TEMPC.RARY VARIABLES 
r 87 C !AOD POllHS AT THE TOP OF STADD 83 C IARG POINTS AT THE TOP OF ARGTAB 
89 C ION lOE:NTIFICATION 
r 90 C IDNTAB(I} IDENTIFICATION TA8LE (MAX=100) 91 C IGLB POINTS AT THE TOP OF GLBTAB 
n C IIDN POINT S AT THE TOP OF IDNTAB 
r 93 C ILUC B[GIN OF TH E CLAUSE BOOY OF .. l" 94 C JOP POINTS AT THE TOP OF OPST 
95 C IP rc POINTS AT THE TOP OF PICPRG 
r 96 C IREN POINTS AT THE TOP OF RENTAB 
' 97 C lVR POINTS AT THE TOP OF VRST 96 






r A FORTRAN 1 V (VER l38) SOlJRCE LISTING: BLOCKDA TA 05/23/78 PAGE 0003 '1 
r 101 C K 
' 102 103 C K LOOP INDEX 
r 104 
' 105 
106 C L 
r 107 '"'\ 10 8 C L CURRENT POINTER IN P 
109 C LENGfH ZONE LENGHT TO COPY 
r 110 C LEVEL L[VEL uF CLAUSE DEFINITION 
' ·111 C LL LOWER LIMI T 
112 C LINFN LINE NUMBER 
r 11.5 C LSTM LAST H -, 
114 C LSTNOB ( I) LAST NB OF BLOCK OF LEVEL 1 
115 C LSTTYP(l) LAST CLAUSE TYPE OF LEV[L I 
r 116 C LUCC H(l) LUCOD[ CATALOGUE 
'117 C GIVES THE BfGIN OF LUCODE FOR EACH CLAUSE 
11 8 C 1 = NB OF CLAUSE (MAX=20) 
r ·t 19 ..._ 
1.!0 
1.!1 C ... 
r 12 2 ...._ 12 3 C M CURRENT POi NTER IN Q 
124 C MAXARG LIMIT NUMqER OF ARGUMENTS 
r '125 C MAXR LIMIT NUMBER OF CLAUSES 126 C 14AXCAL LHllT NU"IBl:R OF CALLS 
127 C MAXG LB LIMIT NUMBER OF GLOBALS 
r 1 28 C M~XJDN LIMIT NU"IBER OF VARJ ABLES IN LUCODE 
129 C MAXLUC LlHIT IWMSER OF LUCODE EQUATIONS 
130 C MAXOPC LIMIT NUMBER OF OPERATORS lN A LUCID SENTENCE 
r 131 C MAXVR LIMIT NUMBER OF VARIABL ES IN A LUCID SENTENCE 
' 132 C MAXPIC LIMIT OF PICPRG 
133 C MAX RES LlMIT NUMBFROF RESFRVEO WORDS 
r 134 C MAX END LIMlT NUMBER OF NESTING 
' 135 C l'AXSTG MAX STRING LE NGH T 
136 C MAXSYN LIMIT FOR THE REPRESENTATION OF THE ALL PROGRAM 
r 137 C n 
MAXL EX MAX LENGHTF A LUSCII SENTENCE ...._ 
139 
r 140 C N ..._ i41 C N NU MBER CPACKEO NM1E IN TLE LEXICAL ANALYSER) 
14 , C N1 TEMPORARY VAR IABLE 
1 14 3 C NAME NAM[ Of A VARIABLE - CLAUSE 144 C NERF: NUMB[R OF ERRORS 
145 C NEW NEW NAHE 
1 146 C NEWN~M(I) "IOENTlFJCATION" TABLE l>URING THI: RENAMING 
' 147 C NLfNGHT NUMBER LFNGHT 148 C NO B NB OF BLOCK 



































































































OPERATOR Of THE ITH LUCOOE EQUATION 
FlRST OPERANO OF THAT EQUATION 
SfCONu OPERANO OF THAT EQUATION 
OPCRATOR CODE 
OPERATOR STACK (MAX=25) 
PICTURE OF THE PROGRAM 
1=1 BEG IN OF A PART A OF A CLAUSE DEFINITION 
1=2 END OF IT 
l=J KAKE A LJST,FOR EACH CLAUSE,OF . THE PAIRS OF 
POINTERS DEFINED ABO VE 
DEfIN EO ABOVE 
TABLE CONTAINING THE PRIORITY OF THE OPERATORS 
RENAHE TABLE 
1=1 NO OF DEFINITION EQ~ATIONS FOR THE VAR GlVEN BY 
NCWNAI-I C J) 
l=~ VAR USED OR NOT 
J = Nü Of CLAUSE 
1=1 Al>DRESS Of A GALL IN THE PROGRAH 
I=2 POINTS IN STADD. GlVES THE NEXT CALL ADDRESS 
TEMPORARY VARIABLE 
TABLE (GIVEN AS PARAMETER) 
ELEMENT TOKEN ( SYNT ANALYSER) 
UNUSED MEMORY 
UPPER LIMIT 





















































































NOTE: MODlFY FvR EACH ERROR IN BLOCK DATA CLlMITS) 
MAXLEX: MODJfy DlM OF P,O,UNUSEo IN 
L[ XDRI,NUM BE R,ALPHNM,MINUS,LFRDBR,PROLUS,JNOUT,ARG, 
CLAUSE,GAMMA,CPDRI 
NOTE: SUM vf DJM OF P,O,UNUSED MUST BE= TO MAXSYN 







MODIFY lM OF - JDNTAB IN NAHTAB,B.D. ,TYPE,EMIT 
MODIFY D UI OF 
- RENTAB-NEWNAM IN B.D,ENDCL,ADELE,ADNAH, 
BADDEF,DBLDEF 
CLTAD - OSPCL IN CLAUSE,CLCALL,B.D.,TSTEON 
CLCAT IN FUNMAP,LOCCL,GLBCL,6.D.,RENCAL,CONTRL,TRSDRI 
D$PGLB lN NIL,0PDRI,GAMMA,CLAUSE,6LOBAL,UPDATE,B.D., 
AOGLB 
DSPADD IN CLHEAD,UPOCAL,B.D,RENCAL 
OSP PIC SEE PJCPRG IN M,XPIC 
MODIFY DHI OF 
LSTTYP IN BETA,CLHEAD,GLBCL 
LSTNO B IN BETA,CLHEAD,ENDCL,FUNMAP,UPDCAL,LOCCL,NIL, 
OPDRI,GA MMA,CLAUSE,UPDATE,CLCAL,B.D.,RENORI, 
PHBGOB,PHEOB 
MOOIFY ülM OF GLBNST,GLBTAB IN (SEE DSPGLB IN M,xe) 
~ODTfY DIH OF ARGTAB IN GLOBAL,ARG 
MODIFY AS FOR MAXLFX(SEE SPFCIAL NOTE IN HAXLEX) + 
P,Q IN BETA,CLHEAD,EOUATN,COPY,TSTLOC,TSTGLB,FUNMAP, 
LOCCL,GLBCL,SYNAN,TYPE,RGHDSD,EXP,CODGEN,EMIT, 
TRSDRI,RENDRl,RENCAL,RENVR,ADNAM,CONTRL,TSTEON 
MAXVR-KVR: MODIFY VRST IN EXP,CODG EN,EMlT,COMMA 
MAXOP-KOP: MODIFY DIM Of OPST AS FOR VRST (SEE HAXVR) 
~AXCAL: MODI fy ST#\DD AS FOR DSPPAD (SEE MAXB) 
MAXLUC: MODJFY DlK OF P,O AS FOR MAXSYN-MAXLEX 
NOTE: - 9 . 0. = BLOCK DATA INITIAL. THOS E TABLES 
END 
-JF KODlFY RESTAS CRESERVED WORDS) HOD. DIH. OF RESTAB 







3 i nv index MAXLEX 
4 inv charact 
5 nb exceeds 2**31 
6 stri ng of charact. excedds 4 (W) 
7 inv index MAXIDN 
8 global as left hand side 
9 too many end clauses 
10 inv clause head 
11 inv index MAXB 
12 inv index MAXEND 
13 inv index MAXGLB 
14 inv using l œs t 
15 inv index MAXARG 
16 inv argument list 
17 arg and glb mixed up 
18 double us-e of global s 
19 double use of arguments 
20 end clauses missing 
21 inv . begin of sentence 
22 inv. index MAXSYN 
23 inv. index KVR 
24 inv . index K0P 
,. 25 no operands enough 
26 inv . operator 
27 inv. index MAXCAL 
28 fun or map as para (W) 
29 clause name as left hand side 
30 inv. index MAXLUC 
31 inv . index MAXPIC 
32 var . not defined 
33 var . def . but not used (W) 
34 more then one def. 
35 clause defined more then once 
36 error in Lucode product or very bad progr. struct . 
37 clause name is para - no control (W) 
38 complicated struct. - no control (W) (e.g . global clause name is also 
para) 
39 nb of actual para ê nb of formal para 
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1 # 1 ,'&' ,'X' ,'S'/ 
pAGE Ooo1 





A FORTRAN IV (VER L38) SOURC E Ll STING: 05/16178 PAGE 0002 
r 
1 BLOCK DA TA 
2 COMMON/N ERR/ NE RR 
Î 3 CO MMONILI NE N/LIN EN ' 
4 
5 DATA NERR,LINEN/0,0/ _., 











































































13 ,. 14 
15 
16 
f' 17 18 
19 















t.iL OC K· OATA 
co~ ~O~ / RES /RESTA B(32), 0 PC 0b l( 32 ), ~A XM ES 
lNT EGE~ REST AB ,OPC ODE 
DATA 















MA XR 1: SI 3 2/ 
AESTAB/1 0 28 10,122225,14~ 313,152E29,1530 23,1 8 15,221 ü25, 
233329,3 02 8 16,252 724,232429,15102128,29273 J 14, 
3 2 524 23,3 21714 23 , 
Z427,151134,1426,14212 e 14,29171423,1 0 2313,2s243221, 
11+ :nzs,2 ·123, 
12242225,151 827Z 8 ,15 3u2 312,221 0 2525,23143329, 
3 )2 51 823,25?72413, 25243214/ 
OPCOOE/1 0,12,13,15,16,1G,22, 
23,24,~S,27,2 8 , 2 9, 
3 ,J , 3 2, 
33, 3 4,35,49,50,61,62, 






















































































, . ' .. 










COMMON/LSTNO à /LST NOB(5 ) 
DATA LEV EL,N0 8/1,1/ 
DATA LSTNOB(1)/1/ 
END 












































ü LOC K DA.TA 
C.O~' i'ON / AR IT YI f. R 1T Y (61,) 
H , TE GEI< ARlTY 
0 AT A 
1 
AR lfY/-1, 1,-1, 2, Z,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1, 







-1,-1,-1, 1,-1,-1, 2, 1,-1,-1, 
2,-1, 2, 2, 2, 2,-1,-1, 2, 2, 
2, 2, J , c, 0,-1,-1,.-1,-1, 2, 
2, - 1,-1, 0 ,-1,-1, 2,-1, 2, 2, 
1, 2 , 2 , 1 / 























l3 LOCK DA TA 
COM r ON / PREC / PREC(64 ) 
rnH GER PRl:C 
DATA PREC / ù ,. 99 , J , 99,98 , 0 , 0 , (J , 0 , 0 , 







0 , o, 0 ,95, 
6 , ,) , 6 , 2 5, 
7 -J ,7 (; , 4, 3, 
1 ) , 0 , 1J,. 1, 
8•.1 , 25 , ~0 ,. 80 
u, 0 ,97, 25 , 0 , 0 , 
6 , 30 , û , ü ,6 0 ,6 0 , 
S, 0 , 0 , U, 0 ,2 U, 
G, 0 ,9 8 , 0 , 30 ,.3 0 , 
I 





















bl.OCK fl Aî ,\ 
COM~ ON/CLT A8 /CLT AB( 2, 2ü ), DSPC L( 2 , 20 ) 
COMMON /CL CA T/CLC AT< 3 , 2ü ) 
I NTEGER CLT ~8 , DSP CL,CLC AT 
DA T~ CLTA 3 ( 1 , 1), DSPCL(1, 1 ), DSPC L( 1 , 2 )/1, 0, D/ 
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A FON TR~N IV (V tR L38 ) SOURCE Ll~TIN G: Do / 2 117 8 PAG E 000 3 
1 CLOCK DATA 
(' 2 CCM~O~ /~ ESER V/ RESER V 
3 
4 
(' 5 C LUCODE ARI TY PRE CEDENCE OPEH-SEPARATOR RESERVED WORD 
6 C ------ ----- ----------
--------------
--------------7 C (l -, ü 
(' e, C 1 l 99 ALPHA 
9 C 2 - 1 L, !.l ETA 
10 C 3 2 99 G/d11MA 
(' 11 C 4 2 98 LATE ST 
12 C 5 -1 Q 
13 C 6 - 'I J 
(' 14 C 7 -i -J 
1 S. C 8 -1 0 
16 C 9 - 1 ù 
< 17 C 10 2 6 AS SOON AS A SA 1 8 C ·11 _., 3 BF.G IN OF EXPRESSION 
19 C 12 -1 0 C• M PUTE CMP Ci:t ) 
( ' 20 C 13 - 1 0 END END 
21 C 14 - ·1 0 
22 C 16 -1 IJ FUNCTION FUN( -0 ) 
.. 
23 C 17 -1 IJ 
24 C 18 li 3 IF I F 
25 C '19 - 1 0 
4 26 C 20 -1 ') 27 C 15 1 95 FIRST F RSTC tl! ) 
28 C 2 1 -1 J 
f 29 C 22 - 1 L) MAPPING MAP( è ) 30 C 23 1 95 NE XT N XTC 111 ) 
31 C 24 -1 J USING U SG C 1o1 ) 
---
32 C 25 - 1 0 PRODU CE PRO C-it ) 
33 C 26 2 97 CONS 
34 C 27 1 25 NOT NOT ,. 3S C 28 - 1 0 FALSE FALS Ci ) 
3b C 29 -1 i) TRUE TRUE 
37 c· 3 i} 2 6 UPO N UPON 
• 
38 C 31 -1 .:, 
39 C 32 2 5 WIIENEVER W HEN ( ti ) 
40 C 33 ? 25 OR OR 
4 41 C 3 4 2 6 FOLLOWE'D BY FBY 
.42 C 35 2 3J EQ EQ 
43 C 36 -1 v 
t 44 C 3 7 -1 0 45 C 38 2 60 + 
46 C 39 2 6 f) 
• 
47 C 4 .J 2 70 .:a 
48 C 41 2 7 fJ I 
49 C 42 0 4 { 
41 50 C ,. 3 fJ 3 ) 
• 
,. 
,.~ 1 \ • 
A FORTR ~~ I~ CVLR L S3 ) SOURCE LISTING: Et LOCKDA TA 06 /21 /?'d PAGE lJOU4 
51 C 44 u 6 
52 C 45 -1 0 
53 C 46 -1 ,) 
54 C 47 -, 1) 
f' 55 C 4 8 -1 56 C 49 2 0 2ù ELSE ELSE 
57 C 50 2 10 CONDITIONAL THEN 
f' 58 C 51 -1 59 C 52 - ·1 
0 
u rnv CH ARA CT 
6 0 C 53 ,J 1 NOiff E ~, D OF LitH' 
f' 61 C 54 -1 62 C 5 5 -1 
;) NONE END OF FILE 
ù Iü ENTITY 
63 C: 56 2 93 CL AUH APPLICATION 
( ' 64 C 57 - 1 
65· C 513 2 
t') 
3 1) < 
66 C 59 2 30 > 
f' 67 C 60 1 6 8 C 61 2 
80 E EXP 
25 AND AND 
69 C 62 2 8 0 ,-,~ POW( i ) 
f 70 C 63 1 71 C 3 0 LN LN 
72 C NOfE ( ~) MEANS THIIT THL CO MPLETE WORD CAN BE USED 










• l.,. [ l1 .J. I • • 
... 1 ~ • 
' l NT~btM ' NU~ , Hbk ; 
MtAIHN03 ,HGK); 
' 6EGIN ' 
' REAL ' RESULT; 
' PRO C E D U fiE ' 0 UT PU T; ' C O D E. ' ; 
'I NT[GER ' LC N,LLC N; 
'I NTEG[R '' AMR AY' OP C/1: HGK /), OPDE1 (/ 1 : HGK /), OPDE2 C/1: HGK /), 
LUCCATC/1:NOAI>; 
' INTEGEH '' ARRAY ' TIME(/1:1 01); 'I NTl:.GER 'J; 
'I NTEGER " ARR -~ 'f' TREE C/1: 300 1>; 'INTEGER ' N; 
' REA L" ARRAY ' Hi'i AC C/1: 2 ,1:5 () 01>; 'IIT EGER ' L; 
'INnGER' ' A!.RAY ' CLCATC/1:3,1:NOBI>; 
'I IHEGE.R ' I; 
' REA L" PROCEDURE ' EVALCM,K); 
'I NTE GH< ' l'li , K ; 
' BEG IN' 
'P RO Cl:.DURE ' ACTPAR(ACTAOD,LL,M); 
'I NTEGE.R ' ACT ADD ,LL, M; 
' BCGJN ' 
'I NTEGER ' T, O,I,J; 
T : = TR E E (/ L C N + 4 /) ; 
LLC N := TREEC/LCN+1/); 
LL. := TREEC/LLC NI>; 
D : = LUCCATC/TREE(/L.LCN+3/)/); 
J : = 0POE1 C/ MI) - ICiOO - 1; 
'IF' J= ù 'T HEN ' T := OPDE2 C/T/) + 0 - 1 
' ELSE ' 
'F OR ' I : = 1 ' STEP" 1 'UNTIL' J 'DO' 
T := OPOE2 C/O PDE2 (/T/)+0-1/); 
ACT ADO := OP DE. 1(/T/) + D - 1; 
'IF' OPC/T/),= 26 'T HE.N ' 
WR IT EC' ' BA D NB OF ACTUAL PARA ''); 
' END '; 
'P RO CEDURE' CLC ALLC M,JJ, NAME ,LST NOD ,LL, K,KK); 
'I NTEGER' M,JJ,N AME ,LST NOD ,LL, K,r K; 
' BEGIN ' 
'I NTEGER ' T; 
T : = TREEC/LCN+31>; 
LL := LUCCATC/T+1/) - LUCCAT(/T/)~ 
T : = CL CA T (/ 2 , TI>; 
T := '<l - T + 1; 
T := LCN • 4 • T; 
'IF' TRf.E<ITl>> O 'HIEN' 
' BEGIN ' LLC N : = TREE C/T/l; 
LL := TREEC/LLCN/); 
' GO TO' TH'1; 
'E ND '; 




















,. ' . 
1· 
. '::r. 
LL := LL • TRE U/LCNI>; 
T := LL • LUCC AT(/ NAME +11> - LUCCH<INAH EI>; 
'IF' T>500 'T [ N• 
' BEGI N' WR IT E(' •INV IND EX: HBAC OVF' •); 
'GO TO' EX IT; 
' F.N D '; 
TREE C/ N /) : = LL; 
TRE F( / N+1 /) : = LCN; 
TREE (/ N+2/) : = LSTNOD; 
TRH (/ N+3/) : = NAME ; 
TREE (/ N+4/) : = H; 
LLCN : = N; 
N := N + 5 • CLCAT<l3,NAMEI>; 
'IF' N>4 94 'Tl• EN ' 
' BEG I N' WRlTE (''INV IND EX: TREE OVF'•); 
' GC TO ' F X l T; 
' END'; 
KK := K ; 
JJ := J; 
' I f' CLCATC/ l .N AME l>,=12'AND'CLCATCl 1.NAM EJ>-.=22 'THEN' 
. ' GO TO' EXIT; 
JJ : = J + l ; 
' IF' J J> 10 ' TH EN ' 
' BEG I N' WR ITE(''INV IND EX: TIME OVF''); 
' GO TO' EXIT; 
' EN D '; 
TI ME(/JJ/) := K; 
K K := 0 ; 
EXlT: ' EN D'; 
'P ROf~D URE• GL OB AL(L~TNOD ,A,LL); 
'I NTEGER ' LSTN OD , A,LL; 
• BE GIN' 
'INTEG ER' I; 
LSTN OD : = LCN; 
'FOR' J : = 1 ' STEP' 1 'UNTIL' A - '1 000 'DO' 
LSTNO D := TRE EULSTNOD+2/); 
LL := TRE EC/LSTNUD/); 
'END'; 
'INT EGE R' OPCOO E,SAVTI M,S AVNOD,SAVL,LL,LSTNOD,NAM E,KK,JJ,OD,II, 
MH ,ACTADD,O,I 1 , I 2,I3; 
' REA L' T1,T2; 
' SW TTCH' AI G := ALFA,B ETA,GAMA,LTST,OP ER,OPER,OPER,OPER,OPFR, 
OPCOD E 
ASA, OP[R,OPER,OPER,OPER, FST, OPER,OPER,OFER,OPE R, 
OP ER ,O PtR ,OPE R, NXT,OP ER,OP ER ,OP ER , NOT, OPER,OP ER, 
UP ON ,O PER ,W HEN , OR, Fs v. EQ,OPER,O PER . nD D, SU U, 
MUL, ~IV,OPER, OPER,OP ER,OPER, OPE R,OP ER,O PE R,OP ER, 
CON O, OPER,DP ER,OPER,OPER,IDEN,OPER,OPER, LT, GT, 
POW , AN D,FEXP, FLN; 



























,. 1 i f 
'GO ro• AIG(/OPcOD E/); 
OP ER : CUTPlfT (1, '(' •c•u·••· INVALJD OPCODE ') '2(2D) ') ',OPCODE,I0; 
ALFA: · D := LUCCAT(/TREE<ILCN+3J)J>; 
DO := "1 - D + L; 
'IF' HBAC(/1,0Dl) =K 'T HEN ' 
' BfG I N ' EVAL : = HElACC/ .! ,DDI>; 
'GO To• EX IT; 
'END'; 
SAVNOD := LCN; 
SAVL := L; 
ACTPAR(ACTAOD,LL,M); 
LC N := LLC N; 
L : = LL; 
D := LUCCATC/TR EE C/LCN+3 1) /); 
'lF' OPOF1<1ACTAD0/)>=500 'THEN' 
T1 := 'If' ClPD E 1 (/ ACTAll0/)>=1000 'TH EN ' OPDE1 <IACTAOO/) - 1000 
' F. LS E ' OPoE1C/ACTAOO/) - 500 
'ELSE' T1 := E VAL(ACTAOD,K); 
HBAC ( /1, ll Dl> : = K; 
HBAC C/ 2 ,0DI) ·= T1; 
EV~L := T,; 
L := SAVL; 
LCN := SP.VNOD; 
' GO TO' EXIT; 
BETA: D := LlJCCAT(/TR EE (/LCN+31)1); 
Di> := M - D + L; 
'IF' HBACC/1,D D/)= K 'THEN' 
• RE GIN' EVAL := HOAC (/ 2 ,DD/); 
' GO TO' EX IT; 
'F.NO'; 
:iAVNOD := LCN; 
SAVL := L; 
SAVTIM := J; 
'IF' 0PDE 1 C/M/)>= 500 'TH EN • 
' BEGIN' NAMf := OPDE1 (/M/) - 500; 
LSTNOD := LCN; 
• END' 
' ELSE ' 
' 9EGIN ' NAME := ENTl~R ( EVAL(0PDE1(/M/)+D-1,K)); 
LSTNOD := 'If' LLCN=1 'THfN' 1 
' EN.D '; 
CLCALL(M,JJ,NA ME ,L STNOO,LL,K,KK); 
J := JJ; 
LCN : = LLCN; 
L := LL; 
l.l : = LUCCAT<IT RFE <ILCN+3/)/); 
T1 := FVAL(O,KK); 


























.... 1 ' 1 
Lclll := s flvNo D; 
L := SAVL; 
J := SAVTI M; 
HB ,C(/ 1,DD/) := K; 
HBACC/2,DD/) := Tl.; 
EVAL := T1; 
' GO TO' FXIT; 
GAMA: 'lF' OPDF 2 (1 M/)>=500 'Tl1 EN' 
' AEGIN' GLO AALCLSTNOD,OPD E1(/M/),LL); 
LLCN : = LSTtfü O; 
' END'; 
EVAL := OPIJ E2 (/Hl> - 500; 
' GO TO' EXIT; 
D := LUCCATC/TREE (/LCN+J l)J>; 
00 := H - 0 + L; 
'IF' HBAC(/1,DO/)=K 'THEN' 
' BE GTN' EVAL := h BAC(/ 2 ,0D/); 
'GO TO' EXlT; 
'FND'; 
SAVNOD := LCN; 
SAVL := L; 
GLO "! ,\L (LSTIIIOD,O POE 1 (/M/) ,LU; 
LCN : = LSTN OD; 
L := LL; 
0 := LUCCH(ITRFE <ILCN-+3/)/); 
T1 := EVAL(OPO F2 (I H/)+ D-1, K); 
LCN := SAVNOO; 
L := s,vL; 
HBAC<J 1,00/) := K; 
HOACC/2,DDI) := T1; 
[V AL := T 1; 
'GO TO' EXIT; 
LTST: 0 : = LUCCATC/TR !' EC/LCN+3/)/); 
00 := M - D + L; 
'If' H3ACC/1,DOl)= K 'TIIEN' 
'BEGIN' EVAL := HBAC (/ 2 ,DO/); 
'GO TO' EXlT; 
'END'; 
T1 := EVAL(OP DE2 (/M/)+D-1,TI ME (/J-(OPDE1(/M/)-1000)/)); 
HB 'C<l1,0 D/) := K; 
Hl3/IC <12,DO/) := T1; 
EV AL := TF; 
' GO T O' EXIT; 
ASA: 0 := LtJCCAT<ITREE<ILCN-+31)1); 
DO := H - 0 + L; 
'IF' HBACU1,DD/J =K 'Tl 1E N' 

























,. , , 
'GO TO' EXIT; 
'END'; 
1-\M := OPD F.2 (/M/) + D - 1; 
Il := -1; 
'If' OPDF?.C/M/)>=1000 'T UEN' 
' BEGIN' T1 : = OPD[2 (1 MI) - 1000; 
LOOP: Il := II + l ; 
'IF' T1=1 'THlN ' 'GO TO' TRU E; 
WRI TE C'' LOO P lN ASA EXP"); 
'GO TO' Lu CP; 
' END '; 
'F OR ' I := 0,1+1 ' WH IU.: ' EVAL(MM,I)=O 'l>O' 
II := I; 
TRU E : T1 := 'lF' OPDt=1C/M/)>=1000 'THEN' OPDE1(/H/l - 1000 
' E LSE' EVAL(OPL> E1</H/)+D-1, Il); 
He,cu1,DDI> := K; 
HBAC(/2,DD/) := T1; 
EVAL := T, ·; 
'GO TO' f' XIT; 
FST: 0 := LUCCAT(/TREE (/LCN+3/)/); 
OD := M - D + L; 
'IF' HBA(C/ ·l,DD/) =K 'TM[ tl ' 
'BEGI N ' EVAL := HbAC(/ 2 ,DD/); 
' GO TO' EXIT; 
' END'; 
T1 := 'JF' OPD E 1C/Ml)>=·tooo 'THfN' 0PDE1(/H/) - 1000 
' F. LSE' EV,L(OPDE1(/H/)+o-1,0); 
HBACC/1,DD/) := K; 
HGAC C/ 2 ,0D/) := T1; 
EVA L := T ; 
' GO To• EXIT; 
NXT: D := LUCCATC/TR EE C/LCN+ 3 /)/); 
0 0 := M - D + L; 
'IF' HBAC(/1,DD/)=K 'THEN ' 
'q EGI N ' EVAL := HUA C(/ 2 ,DD/); 
' GO TO' EX! T; 
'END '; 
T1 := 'If' OPl>E1C/111)>=1000 'THEN' 0PDE1C/HI> - 1000 
HBA CC/1,DDI> := K; 
11BAC:<12,DO/) := T1; 
EV , L := TF; 
' GO TO' ElCIT; 
' ELSE' EVALCOPD[1(/Ml>+D-1,K+1); 
NOT: D :: LUCCATC/TR EE (/LCN+3/) /); 
DO·=M -0+1· 
'IF; HBACC/1,D;;)•K 'TH EN' 






















' GO TO • EX l T; 
' END '; 
T1 : = 'IF' OPDEH/MJ>>=1000 'THEN' ABSCOPOE1 C/M/)-1000-1) 
HB~C C/1,0D/) : = K; 
HBAC(/2,DD/) := T1; 
[ V ~ L : = T 1; 
' GO To' EX IT; 
'ELS f ' ABS ( EVAL(OP~E1(/M/)+0-1,K)-1); 
UPON: 1> := LUCCAT</TREECILCN+3/)/); 
00 : = M - D + L; 
UP: 
'I F ' HBAC C/ 1,00/) =K 'Tl-iEN ' 
'B[GIN' EVAL := HBAC (/ 2 ,00/); 
' GO TO ' EXI T; 
' END '; 
'IF' K=O 'THEN ' • BEG IN' T1 := EVAL(OPO EH /M/)+0-1,0); 
'GO TO' OUTU; 
' END'; 
'l F' EVAL (OPOE2C/ M/) +o-1,K-1) ,=1 'THl:N' 
' BEG 1 N ' T 1 : = F. VA L( M, K -1) ; 
' GO TO' OlJ TlJ; 
• ENO '; 
11 := I 2 := 0 ; 
13 := Of'OE 2 C/ M/) + 0 - 1; 
'I F ' EVAL(I 3 ,I 1 ) =1 'Tl il:N ' 12 := 12 + 1; 
l'i := 1 1 + 1 ; 
'IF' 11=~ 'T HEN ' ' BEG 1 N ' T1 := EVAL(OPDE1{/M/)+D-1,I2); 
'GO TO' OUTU; 
' l:NO • ; 
' Go TO' UP; 
OUTU: H8AC<l1,DDI> : = K; 
hBAC(/2,~D/) := T1 ; 
[ V AL := T1; 
' GO TO' EX IT; 
WHE.N: D := LUCCAT(/T RfE C/LC N+3 /)/); 
OD := M - 0 + L; 
'IF' HBAC C/1,DDl) =K 'T HlN ' 
' BFG IN' EVAL := Ha AC(/ ,00/); 
' GO TO' EXIT; 
' END '; 
1 1 := J 2 := 0; 
13 := OPDF2 (1 M/) • D - 1; 
BACK: 'I F ' EVAL (J 3 ,11)=1 'THl:N ' 
' BFG IN' 'IF' I2=K 'THl:N ' ' GO TO' OUTW; 
12 :: 1, + 1; 
' fCND '; 
11 := 11 +1; 
' GO TO' BACK ; 


























"! ... 1 "- , 
H3 ~C(f1,0D/) := K; 
HB~C (/2,DO/) := T1; 
EV~l := T1; 
'GO TO ' E XIT; 
D := Luce H (/TRFE C/LCN+3/) I>; 
D D := M - D + L; 
'IF' H8ACCl1,0Dl>=K 'THE N ' 
' BEfsIN ' EVAL := HOAC(/2,DD/); 
'GO TO' EX IT; 
'END'; 
T1 := 'IF' OPDE1C/M/)>=1000 'TH!ëN' OPDE 1(1HJ) .. 1000 
'[LSE' EVAL(OPDE1(/M/)+0-1,K); 
'IF' T1=1 'THEN ' ' GO TO' RES; 
T1 := 'IF' OPDE2C/Ml>>=1000 'THEN' OPOE2(/MI> - 1000 
'ELSE' EVAL(OPOE2(/M/)+0-1,K); 
RES: Hi3ACC/1,00/) := K; 
H9AC(/2,0D/) := T1; 
EVAL := T1; 
'GO TO' F.XIT; 
f BY: D := LUCCATC/TRE E C/LCN+3/J/J; 
DO := M - D + L; 
fQ: 
'I F ' H8 ACC/1,00/)= K 'Thl:.N' 
'B EGIN ' EVAL := I-IOACC/ 2 ,DO/J; 
'GO TO' EX ll; 
'END'; 
'l f' K=O 'TH EN' 
T1 := 'IF' OPDEl(/M/)>=1000 'THEN' OP0!'1(1•1/) - 1000 
·~LSE' EVAL(0POE1(/H/)+o-1,o> 
'ELSE' 
T1 := 'IF' OPOE.: C/M/)>=1000 'THEN' OPDE2C/M/) - 1000 
HB.~CU1,DO/) := K; 
HBAC(/2,tD/) := T1; 
EV \ L := T ' ; 
'GO TO' EXIT; 
1> := LUCCATC/TRFE C/LCIH31>/J; 
0 D := M - D + L; 
' ELSE' EVAL(Of0[2(/M/)+0-1,K-1); 
'IF' HBACC/1,DDl>=K 'TH EN ' 
' BEGIN' EVAL := HBA CC/ 2 ,00/); 
'GO TO' EXlT; 
' END '; 
T1 := 'IF' OPDE1C/Ml>>= 'i000 'THEN' OPDE1<1MIJ - 1000 
'ELSE' EVAL(OP E1(/M/)+D-1,K); 
T2 := 'IF' OPOE 2 (/M/)>=tOOO 'THEN' OPDE2(/M/) - 1000 
' ELS E ' EVAL(OPOE2(/M/)+0-1,K); 
T1 := 'IF' T1=T2 'THE:N' 1 




























.,. .. 1 -t-, . 
HBAC C/1,D D/) := K; 
HOA C(/2,D b /) := 11; 
[V Al := T 1; 
• GO TC'.' F X I T; 
ADD: D :• LUCCAT(/TR EE (/LCN+ 3 /)/); 
01, := M - 0 + L; 
.-, 
'IF' HBA((/1,DD/)=I<. 'ThHI' 
' ij[G JN' EVAL := HBA C(/ l ,DD/); 
'GO TO' 1:Xl T; 
'fND'; 
T1 := 'IF' OPDE1 (/M/)>=1 000 'THfN' OPDE1 (/Hl) - 1000 
'ELSE' EVAL(OPDE1CiH/)+D-1,K); 
T2 := 'IF' OPDE 2 (/M/)>=1000 'THEN' OPDE2(/M/) - 1000 
T 1 : = T 1 + T2; 
HOAC (/1,Dfl/) := K; 
HtlA C(/2,l>D/) := T1; 
EV,L:=T; 
'GO TO' t=XIT; 
'ELSE' EVAL(OPOL2(/H/)+D-1,K); 
SUB: D := LUCCATC/TREE<ILCN+3/)I); 
DO := M - D + L; 
'If' HeAC(/1,DD/)=K 'THtN ' 
' 9EG IN' EVAL := HBAC(/2,00/); 
'GO TO' EXIT; 
'END'; 
T1 := 'IF' OPDE 1 (/H/)>=1000 'THEN' 0PDE1<1H/) - 1000 
'ELSE' fVALCOPUEH/Hl>+0-1,K); 
12 := 'IF' OPD E2 <1Ml>>=1000 'THEN' OPDE2 C/M/) - 1000 
T1 := T1 - T2; 
HBAC(/1,DD/) := K; 
HSAC(/2,DD/) := T1; 
EVAL := T1; 
'GO TO' EXIT; 
'fLSE' EVAL(OPDE2(/H/)+D-1,K); 
HUL: D := LUCCAT</TREE C/LCN+31) /); 
l>D := M - D + L; 
'IF' HBACC/1,DDl>=K 'T HEN ' 
'RE GIN' EVAL := HBAC C/ 2 ,DD/); 
'GO TO' EXIT; 
' END '; 
T1 : = 'IF' OPD[1(/M/)>=1000 'THEN' OPDE1(/M/) - 1000 
•EtsE• EVAL(QP~E1(/H/)+u-1,K); 
T2 := 'IF' OPDE2C/HJ>>=1000 'TtlEN' OPDE2C/H/) - JOOO 
T1 : = T 1 • T2 
HBAC(/1,DD/) 



































..,.• , l, 
EV~ L := T F; 
' GO TO' [ XIT; 
DIV: D := LUCCAT(/TR EE C/LCN+3 /)/); 
00 := H - Il + L; 
'IF' HBAC (/1, DD /J =K 'THEN ' 
' qfG IN' ~VAL : • HBAC (/ 2 , DD /); 
'GO TO' EXIT; 
' EN D'; 
T1 := 'IF' OPDE 1C/ M/)>=1 000 'THEN' OPD E1C/t'./) - 1000 
' ELSE ' EVAL(OPDE1 (/H/)+D-1, K); 
T2 := 'IF' OPD E2 C/Ml>>=1000 'Tl' EN ' OP DE2 <JHI) - 1000 
' ELS E ' EV.Al(OPDE 2 Ci H/)+ 0-1,K}; 
T1 := T1 / T2; 
f!BA CC/1, DO /J := K ; 
HBAC C/ ? , 00 /) := 11; 
EVAI. := T I ; 
'GO TO' FX!T; 
COND: 0 := LUC CA T</TREE C/LCN+31)/); 
00 := H - D + L; 
'IF' HB.ACC/1,DD/}=K 'Tl ,E~l' 
' BFG I N ' EVAL : = HJAC (/ 2 ,0 D/); 
' GO TO' EXl T; 
'END'; 
11 := 'IF' OPOF1C/Ml>>=1000 'TH EN ' OPDE1(/H/} - 1000 
'ELSE' EVAL(OPDE1(/M/)+o-1,K); 
T2 := OPDE2C/M/J + D - 1; 
'If' T1=1 'THEN ' 
' BEG I N ' T1 : = ' IF ' Of'CE1 C/T l '/)>=1 ooo 'T HEN ' OPDE1(JT2/) - 1000 
'FLS E ' EVAL(OPllE1(/T 2/)+ D- 1 ,K); 
' END ' 
• ELS E ' 
'B f- GIN' T1 := 'lf' OP DE 7-<IT21)>:1000 'THEN' OPDE2C/T2/) - 1000 
' ELSE' F VAL(OP PE2 C/T2/}+ ll -1,K); 
'E ND '; 
HBACC/1,Dfl/) := K; 
HBA CC/2,DD/) := T1; 
Ell~L := T1; 
' GO TO' EXIT; 
ID EN: 0 := LUCCAT<ITREE <ILCN+ :5 /J/J; 
DO := ~ - D + L; 
'IF' HBH<l1,0D/J =K 'HILN ' 
' REG I N' FVAL : = H~AC (/ 2 ,00/); 
' GO ra• 1:X IT; 
' END '; 
T1 : = 'IF' OPO E1<1 Ml>> =1000 'THFN' OPDE1(/H/) - 1000 
' FLSE ' FVAL(O PDt1C/M/)+D-1,K); 




























H8 AC C/2,!lD/) := T1; 
El/AL := T, ·; 
'GO To• EX IT; 
D := LUCCAT<ITREEULCN+3 /)J>; 
DO := M -D + L; 
'IF' HBAC<l1,DOl)=K 'THEN ' 
'qf GIN' EVAL := HBA Cl/ 2 ,DD/); 
' GO TO' EXIT; 
•END'; 
T1 := 'IF' OPD F1C/ M/J> =1000 'THEN' 
'ELSE' 
T2 := 'IF' OPDE2(01/)>=1ooo 'THEN' 
'E LSE' 
T 1 := 'IF' T1<T2 'TH EN ' 1 
UBAC C/1,DO/) := 
HB~ C Cl 2,DD/) := 
EV AL := T ; 
• GO ro• E.X IT; 
• [:LS I:. ' O; 
1(. , 
T1; 
Il := LUCCATC/TR F.E (JLCN+3 /)I); 
DD := M -Il + L; 
'IF' HBACC/1,DD/J=K 'THEN' 
' R~GIN ' EVAL := HOAC(/2,~0/); 
•GO TO ' EX IT; 
'END'; 
OPOE1(/M/) - 1000 
EVAL(OPCE1(/H/)+0-1,K); 
OPDE2(/M/) ~ 1000 
EVAL(OPOE2(/H/)+D-1,K); 
T1 := 'TF' OPOE1</MIJ>=1000 'THEN' OPDE1<JMI) - 1000 
' ELSE' EVAL(OPOE~(/M/)+D-1,K); 
T2 : = 'IF' OPD E2 (/ M/)>=1000 'TH EN ' OPDE2C/1-1/) - 1000 
T1 := 'IF' T1>T2 'TH EN ' 
' ELS [ ' O; 
HBAC( /1, DO/) := K; 
Hf:l ~C Cl ?. ,D Dl) := T1; 
EVAL := T1; 
t GO ro I EX I Î Ï 
' E-LS E' EVAL (OP l>E2 (/Ml)+o-1,K); 
FEXP: 0 := LUCCHUTR l"E C/LCN+3 1)/J; 
DO := M - 0 + L; 
"IF' HBACC/1,DDl)=K 'T HEN • 
' '3EG JN' EV.AL := HBAC C/2,DOJ); 
'GO TO' EXI T; 
'END'; 
Tl := 'IF' OP DE1 C/1-1/)>=1000 'THEN' OPDE-1(/H/) - ·t ooo 
T1 := EXPCT1); 
HBAC C/1, DD/) := 
HdAC( /2, DD/) := 
EVAL :=- T1; 
K; 
T1; 


































' GO TO' fXJT ; 
POw: D : = LUCC~T(/TR EE (/LCN+3/)/); 
DO := M -1) + L; 
'I F ' HGA C(/1, DD/)= K 'T HEN ' 
' 8 EG IN' EVAL : = HBACC/2 , DD /); 
' GO TO' EXI T; 
' END '; 
T1 := 'I F ' OPDE1 C/ MJ)>=1 ü00 'TH EN ' OPOE1<1MI> - 1000 
'ELSE' EVAL(OP OE 1(/M/)+D-1, K); 
T2 := 'IF' OP DE 2 (/ H/)>= 1ooo •TH EN' OPD E2 (/ M/ ) - 1000 
T1 := T1 ** T2; 
H3AC C/ 1 , 00 /) := K • 
HBAC C/2,D D/) := T1; 
EV AL := T1 ; 
' GO TO' EXIT; 
' ELSE ' f VAL (OP uE2 (/M/)+0-1, K) ; 
AND: D := LUCCAT C/TREE (JLCtH3 1) /); 
l)O := M - 1> + L; 
'IF' HBAC CJ 1,DD /) =K 'TH[I, ' 
' BEG I N ' EVAL := HBAC (/2, 0D /); 
' GO TC ' EX.iT; 
' END '; 
T1 ·= 'IF' OPDE1 (/Ml>>=1000 
T2 := 'IF' OPDE2 C/ MI)>= jOOO 
Tl := 'I F' T1=1&T2=1 'ThEN ' 
'THEN' OPDE1(/M/) - 1000 
'ELS E' EVAL(OPOl:1(/M/)+o-1,K); 
'TH EN' 0PD ':2 C/M/) - 1000 
' ELS[ ' EVA LCOPD E2 ( JM/)+0-1,K); 
1 
' l:LSE ' O; 
Hs,cu1,oon := K ; 
HBACC/2,DD/) := T1; 
EVAL := T1; 
' GO TO' l:X IT; 
FLN: D : = LUCC ATC/TREE (JLCN+3J)/J; 
ll D := M - D + L; 
EXIT: 
'IF' HBAC C/ 1 ,D DJ>= K 'HIEN ' 
' RF GI N ' EV AL : = HOAC (/ 2 ,DD/); 
' GO TO' EXl T; 
' END'; 
T1 := 'IF' OPO E1C/M/)>=1 00 0 'THEN' OPDE1(JM/) - 1000 
' ELS E ' EVAL(OPDE1C/M/)+D-1,K); 
T1 := LNCT1); 
HB•CU1 ,0 DI) := 
HBAC U ?. , 00/) := 
EVA L := T 1 ; 
' GO TO' ElCIT; 
































LCN : = 1; 
I NTARRA Y(.),Q p ); 
INTARRAY(J,OPLE1); 
INTA RRAY( 3 , 0P LE2 ); 
INT ARRAY ( 3 ,LuCC AT); 
I NTAPRa Y( 3 ,CLC AT); 
'F OR ' I : = 1 ' STEP " 1 'UNTIL' 300 'DO' 
' BE GIN' HBAC (/1,1/) := -1; 
TREE<III> := O; 
' EN D'; 
'FO R ' 1 := 30 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 500 •oo• 
HB~C(/1,l/) := -1; 
N := 5 + CLCATC/3,11) + 1; 
TREEC/1/) := TREE (l4/) := L •: 1; 
J : = O; 
'FOR' I := 0 'STFP• 1 'UNTIL' 9 'DO' 
'q EG IN' RESULT : = E VAL (1,I); 
PRINT <RESULT); 
'END'; 
'END'; 
'END' 
... 
' 
î 
,, 
' 
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